Teledyne announces the introduction of their new Color Telefilm Recorder that transfers color tape to color film with remarkable quality.

Teledyne Camera Systems' CTR-2 Color Telefilm Recorder.

Extraordinary quality and practical economy from the outset.

Teledyne has developed the first broadcast quality Color Telefilm Recorder. They knew that excellence was mandatory. A piece of equipment that wouldn't deliver sharp, clear, color-balanced 16mm film transfers would not stand up to your criteria. So, the system was perfected and then it was introduced.

Engineering bottom line.

Primary heart of the system is the camera (DBM-64B) which uses compressed air to pull down and stabilize the film in less time than the television vertical blanking period. Result is full frame recording without mid-field splice or shutter bar.

System works for operator not the other way around.

Human engineering, ease of operation, and maintenance maximizes productivity. All components are immediately accessible. Test points on the printed circuit cards used with the built-in waveform monitor allow operation, adjustment, and trouble shooting without a separate oscilloscope. Slanted camera optical path is very convenient for magazine loading.

It almost had to be Teledyne.

You expect innovation from pioneers. Because the camera came first, from Teledyne, the system's development was only an extension. That camera revolutionized tape to film transfer and is clearly the industry's standard.

Partial list of nomenclature that makes the point.


Giant step for the state of the art.

Video tape production and 16mm broadcast and dupe transmission are now a quality reality. To learn more about this capability and making it available to your operation, contact Teledyne Camera Systems at 131 North Fifth Avenue in Arcadia, California 91006. Telephone (213) 359-6691. They'll send you a reel sample.
Cohu's Broadcast Color Film Camera offers superlative performance with complete convenience at a moderate price.

Rapidly adjust for poor film colorimetry with "Instant Paint Control" and return to normal colorimetry with the touch of a button. Enjoy ease of operation with precision triple action automatic circuitry. Reduce annual retubing costs to an industry low with three long-life separate mesh vidicons.

A new optical system design virtually eliminates flare and ghosting to give you unsurpassed colorimetry. All circuit boards are silkscreened with each circuit function clearly designated by name. The price includes image enhancer, color encoder, remote setup and control panels, remote setup and waveform monitors and a cable connector kit.

For complete information on the Model 1500 contact Cohu Electronics, Inc., Box 623, San Diego, California 92112 Telephone 714-277-6700 TWX 910-335-1244
in this issue...

22 Film In Local Origination. Part three of a 4-part series on the use of film in CATV and educational systems. Includes discussion of equipment selection and staffing. R. J. Wulf.

26 NAEB Convention Roundup. Preview of major educational broadcasting trends and a look at the business of the October 17-19 national convention in Miami Beach.

31 That New System... What Am I Bid? Includes considerations engineering must make in writing up the specifications for bids on a new system. Kenneth B. Knecht.


42 Power Systems And Their Effects On Station Audio. A professional engineer describes typical AC power sources for broadcast stations and shows how these can affect audio quality. Leon B. Davis.


ABOUT THE COVER

The cover this month depicts the sophistication of educational/public broadcasting in the 1970's. See articles on NAEB, page 26, System Bidding, page 31, and Air Force ITV, page 47. Photo courtesy of Maryland ETV system and RCA.
HELICAL SCAN VTR
PROCESSOR SYSTEM

940H PROCESSING SYSTEMS RELIABLY REPLACE ALL SYNC AND BLANKING PULSES MISSING DURING THE PERIOD OF THE HELICAL SCAN (SLANT TRACK) VTR Dropout. BY INSERTING STANDARD PULSES INTO THE VIDEO SIGNAL, DUBS TO OTHER HELICAL SCAN OR QUADRUPLEX MACHINES CAN BE MADE. IN ADDITION, SYNCHRONIZING PULSES AVAILABLE FROM THE 950H SYNC GENERATOR CAN BE USED TO DRIVE CAMERAS AND SPECIAL EFFECTS SYSTEMS FOR TITLE INSERTION, ETC.

FOUR SYSTEMS ARE AVAILABLE, ONE FOR MONOCHROME AND THREE FOR COLOR. MODEL 940H 4 COLOR SYSTEM EMPLOYS A MODEL 955 COLOR LOCK AND COUNTER TO PROVIDE THE USER WITH A COMPLETE COLOR SYNC GENERATOR SYSTEM WHEN PROCESSING IS NOT REQUIRED.

ALL MODELS EMPLOY THE SAME TYPE MOUNTING FRAME. THE MONOCHROME VERSION (940H-1) CAN BE CONVERTED TO COLOR AT ANY TIME BY INSERTION OF A 956, 962, OR 966 MODULE.

MODEL 940H 1 (Monochrome) $1,550 *
MODEL 940H 2 (Color w/Burst Amplifier) $1,775 *
MODEL 940H 3 (Color w/Color Lock) $2,035
MODEL 940H 4 (Color w/Complete Color Sync Gen) $2,300
AGC OPTION (MODEL 906) FOR ANY SYSTEM $500

GVG PROCESSORS CARRY A TWO YEAR WARRANTY AND ARE AVAILABLE ON A 30 DAY TRIAL.

NOW AVAILABLE IN PAL AND SECAM VERSIONS.

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CONTACT GRAVCO SALES, INC.

6515 Sunset Blvd.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
(213) 462-6618

Station Plaza East
GREAT NECK, N.Y.
(516) 487-1311

125 South Wilke Road
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.
(312) 394-1344

2626 Mockingbird Lane
DALLAS, TEXAS
(214) 352-2475

14041 634-0521

1644 Tullie Circle, N.E.
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
(404) 634-0521
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VIT Insertion Required for Television Remote Control

The Commission has adopted final technical regulations governing locally-generated vertical interval test (VIT) signals to be employed for monitoring purposes when television broadcast transmitters are being operated by remote control (see May, 1971 D.C.). The new rules are to become effective April 1, 1972, providing remote control applicants with sufficient time to obtain the necessary equipment for generation of the VIT signals.

As reported in this column last month, the new remote control application form (FCC Form 301-A) has been adopted. With the standardization of the VIT and monitoring requirements, the Commission is ready to act on the first group of VHF remote control applications. The Commission is expected to act cautiously in making its first grants, to assure that high standards are set in the processing of future remote-control applications.

The VIT signal is to be inserted on Line 18 of both fields 1 and 2 and Line 19 of field 1. Various options are permitted with respect to the use of Line 19 of field 2. The various test signals consist of a white window followed by multiburst, color bars, and a composite signal consisting of 3.58 MHz modulated stairstrip followed by 2T and 12.5T sin'pluses with an 18 microsecond white reference bar.

Specific observations to be performed on the test signals are not set forth in the Commission's new regulations. The purpose of the new test signal, however, is to permit all transmissions to be maintained within the limits required by the Technical Standards. A special article by a member of the Commission's staff in next month's BROADCAST ENGINEERING will explain the Commission's requirements in more detail.

Although the requirement for the test signals was associated primarily with the authorization of remote control for VHF television transmitters, UHF licensees should bear in mind that the test requirements are applicable to all TV stations operated by remote control.

OTP Studying CATV Broadband Feasibility

The White House Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP) has awarded a study contract to a Washington consulting firm to pinpoint the areas in which two-way broadband transmission by CATV systems is most likely to prove of public benefit. Many such ideas have been suggested, such as burglar alarms, utility meter readings, home shopping, and the like, but there has been little development in any of these areas beyond the exploratory stage.

(Continued on page 6)
Deep inside a building at New York's Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, recorded history is being recorded again. At the Rodgers and Hammerstein Archives of Recorded Sound, technician Sam Sanders is busy continually transcribing all sorts of old recordings, transcriptions and acetates. Not only will there then be a more permanent record of this valuable material, but access to it is made easy through a sophisticated catalogue system, by which interested persons can hear material that was otherwise unavailable.

The Rodgers and Hammerstein Archives of Recorded Sound are part of the New York Public Library, Research Library of the Performing Arts, and encompass virtually the entire history of recorded sound. But to get these early (and often irreplaceable) discs onto tape wasn't easy. Because until the recording industry established its own standards, playing speeds, groove widths and depths were widely varied.

Stanton engineers worked closely with Archive Head David Hall and engineer Sam Sanders when the Archive Preservation Laboratory was being set up. Standard Stanton 681 cartridge bodies were chosen for their superior reproduction characteristics. However, some 30 different stylus types had to be prepared to give the tape transfer operation the variety needed to match the various old groove specifications. Each was hand-made by Stanton engineers to fit a particular disc's requirements. So when Sam Sanders begins the careful disc-to-tape transfer, he must first match the stylus to the record. Both microscope and trial-and-error techniques must be often used together. But one of the special styli will enable every last bit of material to be extracted from these recorded rarities.

It goes without saying that a company willing to take such care in helping to preserve recorded history must also be interested in superior reproduction of today's high fidelity pressings. Which is one reason why Stanton cartridges remain the choice of professionals the world over.

For an informative brochure about our professional-quality cartridges, write to Stanton Magnetics, Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
The new studies are expected to be completed within the next few months, and are intended to make recommendations concerning the commercial viability of these and other schemes for which two-way broadband transmissions by CATV is most likely to be fruitful. These studies are expected to produce a list of experiments considered to be technically feasible, together with recommendations as to locations where testing might be fruitful. Criteria for evaluating the results of the work are to be included.

The initial contract does not include actual experimentation. If OTP agrees with the initial recommendations, actual work along these lines might begin in the summer of 1972.

**Government Agencies Study Television for Time and Frequency Standardization**

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS), working with the U.S. Air Force and the U.S. Naval Observatory, has successfully demonstrated the use of television network transmissions originating in New York as a basis for highly accurate relative time measurements. Accuracies on the order of 1 microsecond have been achieved in the tests.

The high degree of accuracy provided by the New York City network transmissions arises from the fact that the three major networks employ rubidium frequency standards for their New York originations. The NBS system requires no modification of the video waveform as presently transmitted, measuring the time interval between successive frames by measuring the time between the trailing edges of the line 10 vertical synchronizing pulses. Line 10 was chosen because its relation to the equalizing pulse train makes the horizontal sync pulse and its field particularly easy to identify. The NBS method is quite simple, with test units having been constructed for less than $200 each.

Experiments have also been conducted involving the insertion of special test signals on Line 16 which would provide the station with various waveforms now required to be generated locally. Initial work in this area held considerable promise, especially in the area of providing color reference signal sufficiently stable to permit precise transmitter frequency control. The Commission, however, discouraged further experimentation, one reason being the large number of conflicting demands for special signals in the non-picture portion of the waveform (see above).

**Short Circuits**

The Commission has proposed rules to govern the incidental RF radiation of electronic video recorders (EVR) and other similar devices, and has provided for temporary waivers while the new rules are under study . . . Look for the AM "freeze" to continue to drag on; there is lack of agreement in the Commission as to the shape of new AM rules . . . The Commission has approved the technical details of a second system for off-the-air Pay-TV.
You can do more

with Collins new stereo consoles

Increase your station's capability and programming flexibility by selecting Collins 4-channel 212K-1 or 8-channel 212L-1. Both are all new, all solid-state. And packed with features such as reverse cue and stereo headphone output jacks.

The 212L-1 has dual stereo monitor outputs and a monaural program output.

Both consoles have fresh new styling—easy to look at, comfortable to use.

And under this new look... Collins design and manufacturing quality.

For more information, see your Collins representative or contact Collins Radio Company, Dept. 400, Dallas, Texas 75207.

Phone: (214) 235-7863 (direct line).
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The Top Turntable

... is Spotmaster's new Studio Pro B, offering instant start and the tightest cue potential in the industry. Heavy duty hysteresis motor drives a 6¼ lb., machined aluminum platter in a solid-state chassis for inaudible rumble, lowest wow and flutter. Indicator lights tell speed (33 or 45) at a glance, and speeds can be changed with platter in motion. Detachable mounting plate (accepts any tonearm), integral 45 spindle and neutral cue position are other features ... all for just $198.00.

And an Outstanding New Tonearm

... is the Spotmaster stereo BE-402 (mounted on Studio Pro B above), which combines reasonable cost, rugged design and professional specs. Features include high compliance for modern stereo cartridges, minimum tracking error, anti-skating, low mass, quick-change head, easy single-hole mounting ... for only $54.95. Complete line of Gray professional arms and all broadcast quality phono cartridges also available at competitive prices.

And the Best Turntable Preamp

... is our new Model TT-22, all solid state, modular, stereo equilized and completely self-contained. Features separate balance/level controls, high output (+8dbm), phone jack ... plus switchable and rematable rumble and scratch filters. Both stereo and mono models are available, starting at $121.50. Our time-tested TT-20B mono preamp and PR-4C power supply (will power up to 4 preamps) are also available, providing top performance at economy prices.

... all from Spotmaster

PLUS a complete range of accessories for both turntable and cartridge tape operation. Write for details.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
A Fillmoreways Company
8810 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 20910
(301) 588-4963

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Titles, Titles Everywhere...

Dear Editor:

In response to Mr. Alexander's question in the July issue of BE, there should not be any special licenses to separate (what he terms) the "sheep" from the "goats" in the engineering field.

All novice engineers, and I include myself, are only educated with the basic knowledge of engineering that the FCC requires for a license. The lack of experience and training in the technical aspects of radio should be expected from a beginner. Separating the "qualified" licensees from the "unqualified", on the basis that the latter acquired their Tickets through the "quickie" schools, is like keeping a promising radio announcer from advancing, professionally, because he developed his skills by means other than the standard college radio route.

I agree with Mr. Alexander that a new licensee be trained under the guidance of an experienced Chief Engineer. Not only would this be advantageous for both involved, but as Mr. Ridgeway suggested, the qualification of a licensee would be measured by the experience he has acquired through the benefit of his First Class License.

John Cali, Eng.
KAZA-Radio
Gilroy, Calif.

Engineers Design

Dear Editor:

Fred Chapman mentions in his letter, in the June issue of BE, a "general plot" to downgrade engineers. I personally think it is the contrary; there is a definite trend to upgrade the engineer to where he really should be, distinguishing from those which traditionally have called themselves so unrightfully.

An engineer is a person who designs and develops. A person who builds, installs, operates, and fixes, as Mr. Chapman mentions, is not an engineer but a technician. Generally, a good technician is a college graduate, but with studies different from and not as extensive as those of an engineer. A station cannot operate without an engineer, technicians, or announcers because all three are important. If one person in a small station does announcing and technical tasks plus a bit of engineering intermittently, I don't think he should be given the title of Broadcast Engineer.

Jorge M. Moran
Elmhurst, N.Y.

Look To Organizations
For Qualifications

Dear Editor:

In regard to the letter in BE from L. H. Garner of Torrance, Calif. (August 1971 issue), I would in general agree with his analysis of the "Engineer/Technician Controversy". However, I do not agree with his conclusions.

I feel that no amount of rhetoric will solve the problem, logical or otherwise. The only solution will be when responsible engineering organizations set up qualifications for those using the title of engineer in its many classifications for those employed in private industry and grant certificates to those who so qualify just as the state governments now do for those who desire to offer their services to the public and advertise themselves as engineers.

L. W. Mallach, EE
Los Altos, Calif.

Editor's Note: If working under a given set of responsibilities gives you a title, we have one set of titles that might work. But if we talk only of qualifications, we are on another subject. Only the state tests (Continued on page 10)
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How does WDCA-TV deliver a super power UHF signal to Washington, D.C. viewers?

To bombard a 70-mile radius with total strength, Milton Grant, Vice President and General Manager, and Don Doughty, Director of Engineering, had to be innovators. And now WDCA-TV has the world's most powerful transmitter. A 220 kW Gates UHF television transmitter...super power with IF modulation.

Today, WDCA-TV delivers a greater intensity of signal strength than any other TV station in the world, let alone in Washington, D.C.

With the most powerful TV transmitter in the world, that's how. The Gates 220 kW.
Letters
(Continued from page 8)

qualify one for the title of Professional Engineer. And after passing that test, he is a registered PE whether he uses it or not.

The FCC exam qualifies you under the title of Operator, although you may not “operate” anything, but rather, you may maintain, build, or redesign station equipment. It would be more accurate to say that the Third Class license is an operator license; the Second Class license is a technician license; and the First Class license is a technician/engineer license.

But the DJ increases his job opportunities when he takes a license course for the First Class license (technician/engineer) yet continues to work as a DJ (operator).

For that matter, the PE may find himself working as a consultant at a station where he often finds he is working as a technician.

How To Lose Your Job
Dear Editor:

Regarding Mr. Walker Bennett’s letter in the August 1971 issue of BE, I must agree his suggestion of making a report to the FCC of improper operation after trying unsuccessfully to get the owner to finance necessary repairs will definitely get results.

Not only will the station quickly meet specs, but in addition, there will probably be a quick change of personnel in the engineering department.

Stu Rasmussen
Beaverton, Ore.

Closing The ‘Gap’

Dear Editor:

“Kudos for Cottingham!! I can’t say how much I enjoyed Mr. Cottingham’s articles (series Jan., Feb. and March, 1971) in BE. Tremendous! The insight he displays into the many and varied problems of engineer/management communication is nothing short of amazing! Evidently he came up through the ranks”, too. In my opinion, this article will prove to be the most significant in your magazine’s career. Thank you for printing it and

Send Your Letters or Comments To Broadcast Engineering
FCC Adopts VIT Rules For Remote Control

Rules governing the transmission and observation of vertical interval test signals by television stations authorized to operate by remote control have been adopted by the Commission (Docket 18425). The action amends Part 73 of the rules, and becomes effective on October 5, 1971.

The rules require use of a "package" of test signals developed by the Electronic Industries Association (EIA). They standardize the requirements for the test signals, and specify that transmission will not be required until April 1, 1972, pending the general availability of suitable equipment for this purpose.

Earlier this year the Commission adopted amendments to rules governing operation of remotely controlled TV stations, requiring in part that each remotely operated station generate special test signals, which would be inserted in the vertical interval at the remote control point and observed at the remote control point after off-the-air reception of the transmitted signal. The Commission suspended the effectiveness of the amended rules, however, until standards were developed for their use and invited comments and information from interested parties.

In adopting the EIA test signal package, the Commission said the EIA proposal was tailored specifically for transmitter surveillance and, "with the problems of off-the-air reception in mind," is the most appropriate plan for use with remotely controlled broadcast transmissions.

The rules also require continuous test signal transmission during all periods of station operation when actually operating by remote control and the logging of the results of test signal observations at least once each half-hour.

The Commission reassured licensees that it does not intend to use the results of off-the-air monitoring of these test signals in enforcing its rules, and said it will not hold the licensee responsible for transmissions, which off-the-air monitoring of test signals might indicate to be faulty, in the absence of substantiating on-the-site observations and measurements.

Torbert Will Handle Freeze Policy Questions

Executive Director John M. Torbert has been designated by FCC Chairman Dean Burch to handle all inquiries directed to the FCC concerning the impact of the economic stabilization policies and programs announced by President Nixon on August 15, 1971.

Noting that the Commission had been "deluged" with inquiries from all areas of the communications industry, the Chairman stated that the FCC was working to coordinate presentation of communications oriented problems with the Cost of Living Council and the Office of Emergency Preparedness. He said that key decisions would be transmitted to the industries involved as they are formulated.

Chairman Burch said that the Commission was aware of the unique problems faced by the communications industries. He cited seasonal broadcast rate cards and the fact that common carrier rates for various interstate services are established in tariffs filed and reviewed by the Commission.

Pointing out that Secretary of the Treasury John Connally and the Cost of Living Council were working to develop authoritative guidelines with all possible speed, Chairman Burch stated that inquiries on communications could be handled most effectively if they were directed to a single point at the FCC, the Executive Director's Office.

Circle Number II on Reader Reply Card
NBS Experimental System
Ready For Network Tests

A new experimental system using a single video line to disseminate accurate frequency and time information over the nation’s commercial TV networks was previewed in the NBS Booth at WESCON.

The system, designed to fill a broad spectrum of needs of national frequency and time, is capable of time resolution to nanoseconds and frequency accuracies to $10^{-23}$. It will be tested nationally in October. When operational, the system benefits will avail themselves to engineers, scientists, TV viewers, broadcasters and the general public.

The new system puts a 3-part time code on line one of the TV vertical interval consisting of an hours, minutes and seconds (HMS) code alternated with a more precise time code and a 1 MHz signal. The time code is not seen by the viewer and does not affect TV broadcast operation. The television synchronizing pulses on this line are not disturbed.

When broadcast by commercial TV stations, the digital information can be recovered using a low-cost decoder. Part of the code contains a unique digital prefix, enabling the decoder to recognize it and display the information in proper sequence. The code and its complement are both sent to avoid transmission errors.

The experimental system has important ramifications for engineers and scientists, broadcasters and the general public. Currently, precise time information requires purchasing expensive portable atomic clocks which must be transported to a standard on a regular basis. Even a low-accuracy timing signal is costly in terms of manpower and equipment. If implemented, the TV system will provide both frequency and time signals inexpensively.

Although the new system is designed to provide time and frequency information for engineers, scientists, and the public, there are “fall-out” benefits to TV broadcasters.

Since the time and frequency information is transmitted on only four frames each second, there are additional lines each second available for internal teletype communication between networks and their affiliated stations. By using a stan-
standard keyboard and a message processor, alphameric messages can be transmitted and displayed on remote monitors. The affiliated station can use the same keyboard to generate video titles for home viewers.

Home viewers, in the future, may have an automatic clock TV. A small circuit modification incorporated in future sets by the TV manufacturers will allow the viewer to see a digital clock display on the TV screen. More extensive circuits could be developed to provide "wake-up" signals, timing of an event or used to reset electric clocks in the home.

The TV time system has been thoroughly and carefully tested in local and regional experiments. The national test in October is designed to test the system nationwide via the major networks.

For further information, contact James Kluge, Information Office National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo. 80302 or 303-447-1000.

FCC Grants Approval For Subscription System

The Blonder-Tongue Laboratories "Number 4745" subscription television system has been granted advance approval by the FCC. This is the second pay-TV technical system to be approved by the Commission. On August 24, 1970, Zenith Radio Corporation's "Phonevision" became the first to receive Commission approval.

"Number 4745" transmits a television signal which is altered by a device which "scrambles" the picture and sound as received by a standard TV receiver. Subscribers to "Number 4745" rent a device which unscrambles the picture and sound.

FCC requirements call for delivery, to the antenna terminals of a subscriber's receiver, of a signal complying with all Commission technical standards for color or monochrome transmission and accompanying aural signal; no internal modifications to the subscriber's receiver; and reception equal to that received with conventional TV programs.

All subscription TV technical systems must be granted approval in advance by the Commission.

WHAD Silenced

The mystery guests at station WHAD-FM slipped in and signed out . . . out with an entry in the station log "Very early in the morning. Removed exciter and driver amplifier . . . Thank You."

Thoughtful of the thieves, but deadly for the Delafield, Wisconsin 250 watt station that was silenced.

Meanwhile, Gates' salesman Bob Gorjance was listening to WTMJ, Milwaukee enroute to Chicago when he heard a news announcement of the WHAD-FM predicament. Gorjance contacted John Stiehl, chief engineer at WHA-FM (parent station of WHAD-FM), and negotiations were made for the replacement of the stolen Gates equipment.

They're good men to know. Because today's tighter schedules have less margin for breakdowns. Because today's higher standards demand more exacting performance. And because today's lenses are increasingly more expensive and complex.

When something happens, you need someone who knows what to do and does it. Fast.

If it fits on the business end of a camera, they can fix it—television or film—manual or servo.

The lens doctors aren't just lens mechanics...the foundation of their sizeable organization is lens repair. So service isn't just the name of a department to them...it's a way of life. They guarantee completion of most repairs in under 24 hours. And right—the first time!

But all the commitment in the world won't fix a stripped gear or damaged element. That takes skill. And equipment. The calibre to repair virtually any lens on the market, including Angenieux, Canon, Taylor-Hobson and dozens more. And the kind of knowledge that convinced the selective Schneider people to bestow their coveted factory-service authorization. Backed by extensive optical and electronic testing facilities, including equipment to test color tracking.

Not that repair is all the lens doctors do. People around the world have created a demand for their innovations, including custom work such as special remoted and automated focus, zoom and aperture controls.

If you have a problem (or want to prevent one), call the lens doctors: Max Blaim and Walter Reiche. You don't need an appointment. And the staff makes house calls in emergencies.

EASTCOAST CAMERA CENTER, INC.
248 LAFAYETTE STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10012 • (212) 966-5433
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Clay T. Whitehead, director of President Nixon’s Office of Telecommunications Policy, will be the luncheon speaker at the National Association of Broadcasters’ final fall conference in Dallas, November 17.

The six conferences, in as many cities during October and November, serve as an information exchange between NAB and radio-TV executives on the major issues facing broadcasters. License renewals, news freedoms, political spending, cable television and other subjects of primary concern will be high on the agenda.

The series of conferences opens in Atlanta on October 15. Other meetings follow in Chicago, Oct. 18; Boston, Oct. 22; Las Vegas, Nov. 12; Denver, Nov. 15, and Dallas, Nov. 17.

Luncheon speakers for the first five meetings will be announced later.

Dr. Whitehead, President Nixon’s advisor on communications affairs, was named to the cabinet-level OTP post in September, 1970, following two years of service as special assistant to the president. Previously, Dr. Whitehead was a consultant to the Rand Corporation and the Bureau of the Budget.

**NAB Hits NCTA Receiver Request**

One of the current keys to successful cablecasting is a compatible home TV receiver. And although at least one major manufacturer is now offering such a receiver, the NCTA is taking aim at the assurance of variety. The NCTA has urged the FCC to require that all TV sets be specially designed to receive CATV programs.

Meanwhile, the NAB has been doing its homework. It has asked the FCC to deny the NCTA request. The NAB said that because CATV is not broadcasting, the Commission cannot, without new legislation from Congress, proceed in the proposed rulemaking.

Noting that NCTA wants CATV to be “termed ‘broadcasting’ under Sections 303(s) and 330 of the Communications Act,” NAB pointed out that a 1962 Federal District Court decision, Cable Vision, et al. v. KUTV, Inc., et al, held that cable television is not engaged in “broadcasting” within the meaning of Section 325 of the Act.

“NCTA and CATV have been content thus far,” it said, “to abide by the Cable Vision ruling in that cable interests have not hesitated in the least to retransmit television signals without rebroadcast consent, and certainly have never been heard to insist that the Commission bring them within the language of Section 325.”

“But now,” the broadcast association added, “CATV wants to be termed ‘broadcasting’ under sections (Continued on page 65)
October
17-19 The North Carolina Association of Broadcasters meeting will be held at Grove Park in Asheville.
17-19 The annual convention of the Nevada Broadcasters Association will be held at the Sahara-Tahoe hotel at Lake Tahoe.
17-20 The National Association of Educational Broadcasters will hold their annual convention at the Fontainebleau hotel in Miami Beach.
18-19 The National Association of Broadcasters regional meeting will be held at the Pick Congress hotel in Chicago.
20-22 The Indiana Broadcasters Association will hold their annual election of officers at the Ramada Inn in Nashville, Ind.
20-22 The annual fall meeting of the Pennsylvania Community Antenna Television Association will be held at the Host Farm in Lancaster.
21-22 The regional meeting of the National Association of Broadcasters will be at the Statler Hilton hotel in Boston.

November
11-14 The Sixth annual Radio Program Conference will be held at the Roosevelt hotel in New Orleans.
14-17 Broadcasters Promotion Association will sponsor a seminar held at the Washington Plaza hotel, Seattle.
16-17 The NAB fall conference will be held at Fairmont hotel, Dallas.
Implementation of the anticipated FCC requirement that some CATV systems be capable of two-way non-voice transmission requires fairly sophisticated engineering. This requirement also can enhance the income of a CATV system. Included in non-voice communications capabilities are the following:

1. Closed circuit television channels.
2. Data transmission channels.
3. Facsimile transmission channels.
4. Slow-scan television channels.
5. Fire/intrusion alarm circuits.

The band occupancy of each of the above channels is 10 kHz or less except CCTV which for both picture and sound requires a 6-MHz wide channel. Theoretically, a coaxial cable multiplexed to transmit signals within the 5-270 MHz range could handle up to 63,750 voice grade channels, each of which could be further multiplexed to handle up to 26 tone channels for telegraph, data and remote control transmission. Obviously, the potential capacity of CATV system is impressive. However, in actual practice, all of the available spectrum can seldom be utilized because of intermodulation and cross-modulation problems. And, every CCTV and television program channel takes up as much spectrum space as 1500 voice channels or 39,000 slow-speed data and control channels.

When a single cable is used for two-way transmission, it can be multiplexed to provide 162 MHz of spectrum space between 108 MHz and 270 MHz for forward-direction transmission (away from the head end) and 103 MHz of spectrum space between 5 MHz and 108 MHz for reverse-direction transmission (toward the head end). If the split is at 48 MHz, there will be 43 MHz of spectrum for reverse-direction transmission and 222 MHz of spectrum for forward-direction transmission. In practice, however, some guard band space must be allowed above and below the split.

When two cables are used, each can be multiplexed to convey signals within the 5-270 MHz range in each direction.

When using leased telephone circuits, digital data signals are transmitted and received by a data "modem" at speeds ranging from 45 to 2400 baud (bits per second). A slow-speed data modem can consist of an FSK (frequency shift keyed) modulator and an FSK demodulator operating at a telegraph speed of 100 words per minute, approximately 45 baud. To transmit data at the rate of 2400 baud, the pulses of the two transmitters are interlaced. An FSK modem may consist of two oscillators, each operating at a different frequency. The output of one is transmitted to send a “space” or “0” signal, and the output of the other is transmitted to send a “mark” or “1” signal. Or, it may consist of a single oscillator whose frequency is abruptly shifted to denote a mark or space signal. The channel or center frequency is midway between the upper and lower frequencies. A three-state FSK modulator actually transmits the center frequency which is shifted up and down to denote mark and space signals.

A two-state FSK demodulator senses the shift in frequency and responds by energizing a relay or delivering a DC voltage. A three-state FSK demodulator energizes one relay in response to a mark signal and another in response to a space signal, or a bipolar relay, or two different DC voltages. Some also monitor the center frequency and energize or de-energize a relay, or cut off the DC output signal when the center frequency is not received due to a malfunction.

There are various types of data modems. One, for example, contains two FSK transmitters within the modulator section, one operating at a center frequency of 1100 Hz and the other at 2500 Hz, each keyed ± 400 Hz at a rate of 1200 baud. To transmit data at the rate of 2400 baud, the pulses of the two transmitters are interlaced.

Most data modems are designed to interface with a 600-ohm voice grade or higher grade circuit. When the subscriber furnishes his own data modems, the CATV system operator must provide the equivalent of a voice grade circuit from the CATV scope...
LECTROTECH
Oscilloscope/Vectorscope

TO-50 • • • High performance, wide band, triggered-sweep oscilloscope at a price you can afford... offering features normally found only in laboratory quality instruments

MADE IN USA • 1 YEAR WARRANTY

Model TO-50 Oscilloscope

- All solid state (tube protected input).
- Wide bandwidth (10 mhz minimum).
- DC coupled vertical amplifiers.
- Calibrated vertical attenuator.
- Triggered horizontal sweep.
- Calibrated horizontal time base.
- Automatic sync mode.
- TV sync selector.
- Vectorscope input for color TV
- External horizontal amplifier.
- 60 cycle horizontal sweep (sine wave) with phasing control. Compatible with all sweep generators.
- Edge lit calibrated scale.

These features make the TO-50 a highly essential test instrument for the TV service field, industrial applications such as production testing, communications, engineering and other areas requiring a stable, calibrated oscilloscope display.

Vertical Amplifier

- Bandwidth: DC to 10 mhz min.
- Risetime: 35 nano seconds
- Sensitivity: .02 volts/div. to 50 volts/div. in 2.5 step sequence plus continuously variable control.
- Input impedance: 1 meg ± 1% shunted by 30 pf.

Horizontal Sweep

- Type: Miller Integrator
- Sweep speeds: .02 seconds/per div. to 1 micro second/per div. in 1-2 step sequence plus continuously variable control. With 5x magnifier sweep speed increases to .2 micro seconds/per div.
- Magnifier: 5x magnifier provides magnifications at all sweep speeds

Triggering

- Source: Internal, external and line
- Type: Automatic or amplitude selection with preset stability
- Slope: + or –
- TV sync: Normal vertical or horizontal provides positive sync on composite video signals

External Horizontal Amplifier

- Bandwidth: DC to .5 mhz
- Sensitivity: .5 volt/per div.
- Input impedance: 100K shunted by 30 pf.
- Line sweep: Continuously variable in phase over 150°. Compatible with all generators for sweep alignment display

Test Signals

- Calibrate: 1 volt P-P line frequency square wave
- Probe test: Fast rise square wave for probe adjustment

Cathode Ray Tube

- Display area: 8 x 10 CM
- Blanking: DC coupled
- Size: 5 inch

Power Requirements

- Voltage: 105-125 volts, 60 cycles
- Power: 65 watts

Mechanical

- Size: 14½" H x 10½" W x 16½" D
- Weight: 23 lbs.

Model TO-50 .......................... Net 339.50

TROY ELECTRONIC SALES CO. 4529 N. Kedzie Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60625
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October, 1971
One of a series of brief discussions by Electro-Voice engineers

STAND UP FOR PROGRESS
THOMAS LININGER Senior Engineer, Microphones

For years microphone stands have received little attention from designers. Once basic functions were satisfied i.e., floor or desk mounting, switching, etc.) only minor variations were seen, based more on aesthetic considerations than on functional superiority.

Recently Electro-Voice took a close look at the design of their desk stands for broadcast and recording use. This need has been underscored by the major change in microphone size and shape in the past decade. With lighter, smaller microphones came a need for matching microphone stands.

Our goal, however, was not to simply make a "pretty" stand, but to provide a design that eliminated several problems noted by studios using current stand designs. The stand had to be low and inconspicuous. It had to be simple, rugged, and easy to use. Assembly had to be quick, and ideally it should provide a degree of noise isolation in addition to simply supporting the microphone.

All of these goals were met in the new Model 421/422 desk stand. Designed to accommodate microphones held in either the Model 300 1 1/4" or Model 310/311 3" [1/2""] microphone clamp, the stands are less than 1" high and are available in two sizes: 3 5/8" x 2 5/8" or 4 3/8" x 4 3/8". The entire stand is composed of just three parts: a heavy metal casting, a rubber base, and a neoprene mounting insert.

The mounting insert is similar to a large grommet, and is easily pressed into the base casting. A neoprene insert is attached by simply inserting the microphone clamp firmly into the neoprene insert where it is held by pressure of the grommet. The design eliminates any threading or metal uprights.

By eliminating the upright, minimum height is achieved, varied by sliding the microphone in its clamp, or by tilting the microphone to the appropriate angle. In addition, the grommet provides part of the isolation from shock and noise achieved by the stand.

Additional damping of noise is achieved by use of a relatively soft rubber pad that covers the entire bottom of the stand, rather than small, hard rubber feet. Use of a large pad also offers maximum resistance to sliding, even on very smooth surfaces. The low weight and resilience to sliding creates a stable platform with minimum weight and complexity.

While a stand is perhaps incidental to the success of a microphone, attention to details such as this can contribute to the overall worth of a product. That's why Electro-Voice engineers continue to work closely with studio engineers to help solve their sound problems.

For reprints of other discussions in this series, or technical data on any E-V products, write: ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 1613V 638 Cecil St., Buchanan, Michigan 49107

Electro-Voice a Gulton subsidiary

(Continued from page 16)

point A to point B along the cable route.

Over a telephone company circuit, the data signals are transmitted via a physical (metallic) wire pair or on a carrier-derived voice channel. A carrier-derived channel employs a voice modem at each end of the circuit, each consisting of an SSB modulator and an SSB demodulator. These SSB modulators and demodulators operate at frequencies above audibility. Those that are designed to meet CCITT recommendations operate at frequencies above 60 kHz. For example, a 12-channel carrier terminal operates at frequencies between 60 kHz and 108 kHz with the channels spaced 4 kHz apart.

It is possible to translate this band of frequencies to a higher band of frequencies for transmission over a CATV system. However, the translator must have extremely tight frequency stability. An alternative is to apply this block of frequencies to a wideband FM modulator and transmitter and receive them with an FM demodulator.

There are also carrier voice modems that are individually "stackable" which operate at lower frequencies. However, neither type is easily adapted for CATV system applications.

For single-cable CATV applications, the voice channel modem should consist of a modulator and demodulator which operate in different frequency bands. In dual-cable systems, they could operate in the same frequency band. Also, their bandwidth can be much greater than that of standard telephone carrier modems.

One practical but Rube Goldberg type approach would be to employ an FM band modulator as the carrier transmitter and a fixed-tuned FM receiver as the demodulator, as shown in Fig. 1. Such a carrier circuit should accommodate up to 15 kHz of non-voice signals. Of course, the modulator and demodulator would have to be modified for operation at frequencies other than within the 88-108 MHz band or fed through frequency translators. If the carriers are spaced 200 kHz apart, there would be room for five channels within each 1 MHz of reverse-direction and forward-direction frequency space assigned to this service. Each such channel can accommodate a single data channel or be multiplexed to provide up to 70 or more slow speed FSK data channels, or a smaller number of higher speed data channels.

A more straight-forward approach would be to feed the output of a data modem to an AM, FM or SSB modulator and an SSB demodulator. These SSB modulators and demodulators operate at a frequency within the range of frequencies that can be accommodated by the CATV system, and the input of a data modem from an AM, FM or SSB demodulator.

An even more straight-forward approach would be to have the data signals key an RF FSK modulator directly. Incoming data signals would be translated into DC pulses by an RF FSK demodulator.

At present, off-the-shelf hardware for implementing the above two techniques is not known to be available. But, it undoubtedly will be in the near future.

The PCM System

Still another approach is to use PCM (pulse code modulation). Several companies produce PCM voice channeling equipment for use over video pair cable. Canadian Marconi Company has developed a PCM system that will handle either data or voice signals and which undoubtedly could be adapted for CATV applications. The Canadian Marconi equipment differs from other PCM equipment in that a single voice or data channel can be dropped and inserted without requiring expensive common equipment.

In a PCM system, the data signals can be applied without first converting them into audio tones. However, in a CATV application, the PCM signal would have to be applied to an RF modulator and extracted from an RF demodulator.

Except in very large cities where some subscribers may require extremely high data transmission capability, the typical CATV system can be expected to serve subscribers whose requirements can be met with a single data transmission circuit. Each data channel would be transmitted at a different RF carrier frequency.
Transmission
Of Analog Data

Different techniques are required for transmission of analog data. The data modem transmits and receives a signal that varies in frequency in step-less fashion.

In addition to transmission of data signals to and from computers, CATV systems can transmit fire and intrusion alarm signals as well as remote control signals.

In such applications, transmission speed is usually of no significance and only the mere presence or absence of a signal is required. When more than a "yes" or "no" signal is required, the modulator and demodulator can employ any of several types of audio frequency resonators which are highly selective. This includes vibrating reed relays, electro-magnetic reed resonators, piezo-electric resonators and the Twintron. These resonators typically require more than 100 milliseconds to respond. Since their cost is relatively low and because they are reliable, they lend themselves to remote control and status alarm applications. When tone combinations are used, thousands of codes are possible.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3** Fire-intrusion alarm

It might appear to a CATV system operator that providing data transmission and security alarm services adds greatly to engineering problems. It does, in fact. But the financial returns can be of significance. Once the CATV system has been initially designed or converted for two-way operation, implementation for data and alarm services will not be really difficult when suitable hardware becomes available. This hardware can be expected to become available as soon as manufacturers see market activity.

---

Get “Down-In-Earth” Results with the NEW DITCH WITCH EARTH SAW

Cut frozen earth... coral... rock

Now you can trench where you couldn’t before with the Ditch Witch Earth Saw attachment. Turn your basic 65-HP R60 or new R65 trencher into a year-round production tool. Remove the regular digging assembly and install the Earth Saw with four bolts. It’s one of the most powerful attachments on the market, but don’t overlook the features of the basic trencher! In cold climates, trench with the regular digging chain in warm months; cut frozen earth in winter with the Earth Saw. Use standard assembly in normal conditions; switch to Earth Saw in rocky areas. Two Earth Saw models are available to cut 24" and 30" trench — both at 4" widths. Get proven performance in frozen earth, coral and rock and many types of concrete. Mechanically powered for minimum power loss and maximum performance. Ask your Ditch Witch Professional for a demonstration!

---

**CUT FROZEN EARTH** — The Earth Saw cuts trench in completely frozen ground for an electric and telephone service line in Michigan.

**CUT CORAL** — In a field demonstration in Florida, the Earth Saw slashes through coral formations.
RCA proudly announces the failure of its new headwheel at KENI-TV, Alaska.

At 3001 hours. We almost can't believe it ourselves.

When we introduced our new, long-life headwheel, we guaranteed it for 200 hours.

Reports back from the field indicate a general life average of more than 500 hours.

Some 35 users are already members of our 1000-hour club—and that used to be an incredible life for any headwheel.

And then there's that little beauty at KENI in Anchorage, Alaska that recorded beautifully right up to 3001 hours. We reworked it more than a year ago using Alfecon II—our new headwheel material.

What's it all mean? Well, our customers are pleased because they don't have to pay for new headwheels so often.

And there are fewer 11th hour decisions about whether to go into a taping session with a wheel that's nearing the end of its average life.

The new headwheel comes with all RCA VTR's, and, of course, the world's first Cartridge Video Machine, our TCR-100.

RCA is in business to help you get your job done more easily, and with more profit.

Our new headwheel is doing it.

RCA
You can't talk very much about local origination on film without looking at the film medium itself. And when we at Kodak talk about the "universal high-speed color film for TV news", we mean Kodak Ektachrome EF film 7242 (tungsten).

Ektachrome EF film 7242 is balanced for tungsten illumination at 3200 K, so a camera crew can use it indoors without a filter. Outdoors, in daylight, the filmmaker can achieve lifelike balance and color with the addition of an 85B filter over the camera lens.

The exposure index (E.I.) is fast (125) so that Ektachrome EF film can be used under tough, available-light conditions. If a cameraman finds that he needs more light, he can rate the film at 250 and still get a quality image. Even in "impossible-but-must-have" situations, he can choose an E.I. of 500 or even 1000 and still have a chance for a usable picture. Naturally, the best results are designed for the normal index, and compensation in processing must be made when the film is exposed at other settings.

In addition, Ektachrome EF film is a color reversal film, which means that directly upon development, it provides a color positive image that is ready for transmission over the cable. And it's a color image that can be evaluated easily by the naked eye. No need for elaborate machinery for electronic scanning and editing.

**System Approach**

While we recommend that a cable manager consider the advantages of an initial investment in color local origination, there are 16mm black-and-white Kodak films that lend themselves to available-light news photography. For example, there's Kodak Tri-X reversal film 7278 — a high-speed, reversal-type panchromatic film with an E.I. of 200 for daylight; 160 in tungsten.

It might be helpful, at this point, to review the range of approaches open to a cable system in planning and shooting film stories in 16mm:

1. Silent coverage
2. Silent coverage with pre-striped film for 'voice over' post-recording
3. Single-system sound

Silent coverage includes motion-picture film with sound provided, for example, via live narration by a studio announcer. In the post-recording approach, the cameraman shoots the picture without sound but using magnetically prestriped film. After processing, the footage is edited, then run through a 16mm projector that has a built-in recording head. The narration can be a recorded 'voice-over' to match the visual coverage of the event, with the added option of erasing and rerecording the audio with no possibility of harming the film image.

In addition, sound can be recorded onto a standard audiotape cassette recorder at the shooting site and post-recorded onto the magnetically prestriped film. Such a technique can be used effectively in documentaries in two ways: 'Wild sound' can be recorded and later added to the film, where desired, to provide authentic background noise behind the narrator's voice. Sound can also be post-recorded in 'lip-sync' with people on the film where desired. Double-system sound — combining simple 'voice-over' narration, 'wild sound,' and 'lip sync'—offers the film editor a great deal of variety when editing documentary footage.

The most economic and efficient means of recording sound on film is single system sound, widely used in television throughout the world. Picture and sound are recorded simultaneously on prestriped film in the camera. This approach entails more elaborate cameras and editing equipment than silent or post-recording sound, as well as a more experienced film editor.

Whatever the shooting and sound system, however, the exposed film must be processed. And, with to-

---

Fig. 1 Combining directing and cinematography skills, a film crew from a Florida cable system prepare to film a 60-second commercial for a skin care product.
End Fuzzy Arguments

with CBS Laboratories Mark III Image Enhancer—it sharpens the picture automatically!

The Mark III Image Enhancer is a solid state device that for the first time helps to produce a perfect picture automatically. It adjusts vertical and horizontal elements to eliminate color softness. It produces highest stability and lowest drift. It rearranges all the ingredients of the picture so that contrasts are sharper and details more clearly defined. Even numerals on football jerseys can be easily identified. All things being equal, the CBS Laboratories Mark III Image Enhancer will focus all eyes on your station and make you the undisputed leader in viewer ratings.

CBS LABORATORIES
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
227 High Ridge Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06905
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In House Processing

At the outset, the cable operator may wonder why he might ever want to process his own film, since service is so readily available from many labs around the country. The answer is fourfold:

Time. You can process on your own premises, under your own control. No waiting your turn; the schedule is up to you.

Independence. You don’t have to depend on an outside source to get your film in time for your all-important newscasts, especially if you’re on a tight deadline.

Quality. The processing standards are up to you to set and maintain.

Money. You save money by handling your own film; and, just as important, you may be able to make money by selling your processing services to other filmmakers in your area and by expanding your own ability to make film commercials for local advertisers.

Before making a decision about in-house processing facilities, a cable manager should ask a variety of questions, such as: Will I be doing enough local production to justify a processing machine? Do I have the needed space for processing equipment? Who will operate the equipment? Are there other filmmakers in the area to whom I might sell my in-house processing services? For example, high schools and colleges may need a local supplier to process athletic movies.

To determine whether or not processing equipment would be a worthwhile investment, the cable owner should estimate how much film his system will be using. A quick rule of thumb is that you’ll shoot at least twice as much film as you eventually put on the air, a 2 to 1 ratio. Some kinds of local documentaries, controversial city council hearings, for example, may approach a 1 to 1 ratio, but most other coverage requires keener editing.

Using a 2 to 1 ratio, the cable system is likely to be shooting about 360 feet of film for every five minutes of edited footage that appears on the home screen.

A good approach for a cable manager is to assume, for the moment, that you’re going to install a processing machine. With a tentative decision, two more questions are essential: What kind of equipment do I need, and how much will it cost?

There are some established guidelines: You will probably want a 10 to 30 feet-per-minute processing machine, based on the decisions reached by others with local TV and CATV film operations. And that machine, plus installation, will probably cost between $10,000 and $20,000.

Two pitfalls to avoid in selecting a processor are going too small or too large. It is possible to process Ektachrome EF film in small batches in some of the very small continuous-processing machines. While this represents a minimum initial investment, and while it would provide satisfactory quality, you’re liable to find yourself using more film than the machine can adequately process for you in a given period of time. On the other hand, a processor too large for your operation would ingest its daily supply of film in minutes and then sit idle the rest of the time.

Besides processing speed, incidentally, you’ll want to know the machine’s ‘dry-to-dry’ time, the time it takes the dry, exposed film to travel through the machine and come out the other end dry, developed, and ready to use. Thus, if a machine has a 30-minute dry-to-dry time and runs at 20 feet per minute, this means that it will take 35 minutes to process a 100-foot roll of Ektachrome EF film.

There are a few other considerations when buying a processor: Is the machine flexible enough to add super 8 processing capability in the future? Does it have an automatic chemical replenishment system? What are the specific steps involved in cleaning and maintaining the machine? How readily available are parts and service from the manufacturer?

The experience of a news director for a small commercial station in Montana holds relevance for cable managers:

“We were the first station in the state to go full color with the addition of a processor and Kodak process ME-4 chemicals,” relates
the news director. "We're using our color capability mostly for news, shooting about 7,000 feet a month. We've got a great installation. The processor, replenisher tank, mixer, venting, and everything fit into a 15 x 12-foot room, with working space left over. Now that we're into it, we like what we're producing and we've got the lead in our market by a mile."

**The Film Staff**

When it comes to staffing for CATV local origination, you'll discover a big advantage in using film: A film crew on location can consist of one man, even one using the finest 16mm film equipment available, unhampered by cables that connect him to an electronic "life-support-system." He is completely independent and completely mobile. In a tight news situation, he can shoot from the roof of a building to get an overhead shot of the entire scene.

Once acquiring the basics, and deciding to move up to single-system sound, the cable manager may want to expand his one-man film to two: one shooting footage and one recording the audio.

Ideally, a cable system shooting a fair amount of single-system sound should have a film department of two people. If, after having used film for a while, the shooting schedule gets larger, the manager may want to think about two film teams of two people each. It's important not to have too many staffers, they may tend to get in each other's way. The same goes for the editing department, where a skilled operator will probably do a better job on his own than several not-so-skilled staff people. In short, multiple film teams of two seem to work best in the majority of situations.

When shooting local documentaries and feature stories, advance planning can pay off in a big way by reducing shooting time, and thus, the cost of the program. When planning to go out for a story, have an idea of what the story will tell and how it will be told. Anticipate such things as poor weather, indoor and outdoor scenes that can involve a variety of lighting conditions, etc. In nearly all cases, the cinematographer will be a lot safer carrying extra accessories, such as portable lights, additional lenses, and—most important—a couple of extra rolls of film.

It's good business to estimate what the probable costs will be in the production of any locally originated program and to keep a running check on expenses so that a program will be a profitable one.

Planning is feasible and desirable on locally produced feature stories, commercials, and documentaries. But when a fast-breaking news event occurs, a film crew can't do much more than try to formulate a visual approach as they rush to the scene. With a loaded camera in the front seat of his car, the cameraman has a head start in capturing a first-rate report of events on film that are of paramount importance to your subscribers.

---

**If you are contemplating a switching system, you should take a look at DYNAIR's Series-5100 equipment.**

That's right. Take a look at the Series-5100... take a look at the leader. Take a look at the equipment used in many of the world's largest video switching systems, including numerous critical aerospace, military and broadcast applications.

You'll find a very flexible package which is designed to simplify assembly of systems of virtually any size or configuration, and with most methods of switch control. And a complete machine-control capability too. A total system concept, designed to fill your needs, regardless of the complexity of your requirement. And, if you desire, we will design your system, rack it, wire it and test it as a system. Custom control panels are no problem either.

We manufacture a variety of other switching equipment too, including a full line of inexpensive production switchers, 70-MHz computer-controlled IF switching systems, and solid-state video switching systems for bandwidths of greater than 50 MHz, with full equalization of all video paths.

Whether you need a focal-pushbutton-controlled 12X12 matrix, or a 500X500 computer-controlled audio-follow system, your best bet is DYNAIR.

So leave your problem with the experts... send us your requirements today. We'll fire back a design and quotation with a realistic approach to the solution.

DYNAIR ELECTRONICS, INC.
6360 Federal Blvd., San Diego, Calif. 92114
Telephone: (714) 562-9211
On the 17th of this month about 6,000 people will gather in Miami Beach for the 47th running of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters annual convention. With so many sky blue predictions for cable TV, it will be interesting to see what part the educational broadcasters see themselves playing in the years ahead.

This general theme is the platform upon which most conventions are put together these days. And the NAEB will work into the question marks with sessions on audience research, broadcast education, cable systems, cassettes and cartridges, computer systems, engineering practice, management problems, political programming, and telecommunications.

The record does show that the public, educational, and instructional media will make their mark on the communications scene. Vincennes University has so successfully designed and operated CATV systems that their profit supports the university's instructional and public television services. Georgia Tech student station WREK is one of the first such stations to combine with a commercial station to deliver quadrasonic music.

Meanwhile, the educational FM total two years ago was 387. Today it has reached 460 stations. During the same period, educational TV has jumped to just over 200 stations. And we have no way of totalling the number of new closed circuit systems. What's more, a number of educational FM stations have been climbing above the 10 Watt class of operation.

Aside from the technical advancements in the industry, it's interesting to see how educational broadcasters are meeting today's challenges. The Central Educational Networks WTTW (Chicago) aired a two-hour special "Wage-Price Freeze: Questions and Answers" that was carried by 22 stations in nine Midwest states. National Public Radio and their new national network have made great strides in public information and have added new perspectives to broadcasting.

"Images and Things," a new 30-lesson art series, was introduced to Kentucky teachers last month through a closed circuit state-wide workshop conducted by the Kentucky Educational Television 13-transmitter network.

Kentucky's network is the only ETV operation in the country with technical facilities to conduct such a workshop. Funded by National Instructional Television and a 26-member consortium, the new series will be seen by about 750,000 grade school students in the U.S. and Canada. Other programs are being produced by the Northern Virginia Educational Television Association and KETC of St. Louis.

Of course, SECA is growing stronger, and a host of other networks such as the New Jersey Public Broadcasting Network have gained acceptance.

**Engineering Challenge**

Because educational and instructional broadcasting has been flexing its unique programming muscle, engineering has been thoroughly challenged. Fact is, more attention will need to be given to NAEB engineering groups, committees, and convention engineering sessions. So the challenge is passed to the Association. Then too, the growth of educational and instructional TV in Canada, as evidenced by the growth of York University, will place an extra load on that country's responsible associations.
now... a company that has AM, FM and TV frequency and modulation monitoring systems.

Now... Belar. Belar is the only company that has the necessary type approvals on all three monitoring systems. Belar accuracy permits use of the maximum power allowable and maximum power means maximum profit. Add to this that all Belar equipment is immediately available.

Isn't it time you stopped running around and finally settled for a company that can handle all your frequency and modulation monitoring needs? Contact Arno Meyer... he'll show you the way.
Monday Morning

Morning sessions will open up with a general session in which the keynote address will be given and the distinguished service award will be presented. Meeting will be followed by concurrent sessions on Job Information Exchange, Graphics/Staging/Lighting Professional Emphasis Group, and a report from the chairman of the NAEB Instructional and Professional Services Board.

Monday Afternoon

Starts with a two-part ETV Stations management and business meeting. Richard Estell will chair the NAEB/NER annual business meeting. Afternoon engineering papers include: new developments in videotape, helical VTR maintenance, national TV time signals, interconnections, satellites, cable TV, vertical interval test signals.

Additional sessions will cover public programming, public relations in broadcasting led by Dr. Thomas Skinner, broadcast education chaired by Charles Woodliff, as well as sessions on graphics and lighting and case studies in television teaching.

Tuesday Morning

Early Bird sessions begin at 8 am, and the emphasis will be on ITV. Concurrent sessions on the remainder of the morning include engineering papers on "A Case For A Better TV Set", and slow scan TV via narrow band FM.

Other sessions of interest will include computers in instructional services, ETV national organizations group discussions. Also, Gerald Yokom will head a session on public radio and politics.

The general session speaker will be Dr. Sidney Marland, US Commissioner of Education.

NAEB evening sessions will touch on the FCC and legal matters, an open forum on "New Audio Technology", and contact may be made at this time with NAEB, CPB, PBS, HEW/BLT/EBFP, FCC, NTCA, and producers of nationally distributed programs.

Wednesday Morning

Wednesday early bird sessions will touch on instructional radio task force hearings, an EBI preview, and television teachers professional emphasis group.

The remainder of the morning sessions will be NAEB business oriented, with the exception of a session on minority affairs in public broadcasting.

Wednesday Afternoon

Concurrent afternoon sessions will run from 2:30 until 6 pm. Engineering papers will cover TV transmitter remote control, station construction considerations, quality audio, 16 track audio techniques, and audio production.

There will be a NRP membership meeting, followed by sessions on a PBS business meeting, and sessions on graphics and lighting, how to use a station's total stuff to increase impact, and classroom case studies.

Throughout the convention sessions, special attention will be given to engineering, management, and production. The lineup of sessions looks as if this should be one of the best NAEB conventions in recent years.

Look for three topics of crucial importance to ETV stations—national programming, system financing, and cable and local community service—will be discussed by rotating groups of station personnel. Discussion starters will be National programming:

Robert A. Mott, director of station relations, PBS (chairman)
Samuel C. O. Holt, coordinator of programming, PBS
Billy B. Oxley, associate coordinator of programming, PBS
Robert M. Reed, director, Public Television Library, and
Edward L. Morris, director of public information, PBS.

Representatives from producers of national programs will also accompany this team from group to group.

System financing:

Chalmers B. Marquis, executive vice president, NAEB (chairman)
William E. Duke, director of public affairs, CPB
John P. Witherspoon, director of television activities, CPB

Cable and local community service:

H. Holt Riddleberger, deputy director, ETS/NAEB (chairman)
Robert A. Woods, Schwartz and Woods
Philip Rubin, director of engineering, research and development, CPB
Walter Briscoe, managing director, National Cable Television Association.

The new McMartin consoles

The new 8-mixer McMartin consoles feature outstanding flexibility, ease of operation and clean-cut styling. All modules are plug-in. Up to 27 inputs may be accommodated. Highest quality components, including maintainable step-type attenuators, are used.

Typical program circuit program specifications are: ±0.5 dB frequency response; distortion of 0.5%, 20 to 20,000 Hz; and signal-to-noise ratio of 74 dB for all models. Full cue, intercom and monitor facilities are standard.

Mono, stereo or dual channel models are available. The new McMartin B-800 series consoles deliver performance, operating flexibility and are priced right.

McMartin B-801 | $2,350
McMartin B-802 | $3,200
McMartin B-803 | $2,650

For details, contact: Broadcast Product Manager

Circle Number 23 on Reader Reply Card
HELIAX COAXIAL CABLE...

The ultimate in high power performance

The one cable that has all the advantages for transmission of high power RF. One piece connects transmitter to antenna. Eliminates the numerous flanges and bullets of rigid systems. HELIAX is easiest to plan. Easiest to install. Most reliable. Corrugated conductors eliminate the differential expansion problems. Cable can be clamped directly to tower, buried directly in earth. Standard types and sizes up to 8".

Communicate with Andrew
Sony makes a case for its professional microphones.

Sony has six professionals ready to go to work for you. And each one is unqualifiedly the best microphone money can buy. Contact your nearest Sony/Superscope Special Applications Dealer or write: Sony/Superscope, 8132 Sunland Blvd., Sun Valley, Calif. 91352.

A. ECM-53 CARDIOID CONDENSER: 40-16k Hz ±3dB; MAX. SPL: 26dB @ 1% THD; -53.2dB SENS. @ 250Ω IMP. $149.50.

B. ECM-377 CARDIOID CONDENSER: 30-20k Hz ±3dB; MAX. SPL: 140dB @ 1% THD; -49dB SENS. @ 250Ω IMP. $115.

C. ECM-37P OMNI/CARDIOID CONDENSER: 30-16k Hz ±2.5dB; MAX. SPL: 134dB @ 1% THD; -49dB SENS. @ 250Ω IMP. $325.

D. ECM-600 CARDIOID CONDENSER: 20-20k Hz ±3dB; MAX. SPL: 154dB @ 1% THD; -50dB SENS @ 250Ω IMP. $395.

E. ECM-600 OMNI LAPEL CONDENSER: 50-16k Hz; MAX. SPL: 126dB @ 1% THD; -53.2dB SENS. @ 250Ω IMP. $129.95.

F. ECM-61 TELESCOPIC OMNI CONDENSER: 50-16k Hz; MAX. SPL: 126dB @ 1% THD; -53.2dB SENS. @ 250Ω IMP. $129.95.

*AC-148A PHANTOM POWER SUPPLY: 48 V.D.C. ±1 VOLT; BUILT-IN CONNECTORS FOR 2 MICROPHONES, UP TO 10 ADDITIONAL MICS WITH EXTERNAL ADAPTORS. $99.95.
Prepping The Specs

What am I Bid?

By Kenneth B. Knecht*

When you have finally gathered up all the money you need for that new system or equipment you want, you might want to put part, or all of it out to bid. This may be required by your school system or company, but also is one way to get the lowest price for the system you desire. This is especially true for television, audio reproduction or mastering, and radio systems.

Obviously, the information I am about to impart will not hold true for every situation. But parts of it will be important to any operation anticipating a CP.

Briefly, a bid specification should set the minimum quality of the equipment required and help you get a good, workman-like installation. It should also guarantee an acceptable level of expertise of the installers. Educational institutions are among those who might rely on this method. In some cases it is required.

A specification is usually divided into several portions. We will use a television studio system as an example. We will assume that it is to be a turnkey system, one that is completely finished, tested and turned over to you ready for operation.

We can start with the "boilerplate", a term sometimes used to describe the part of the specification that can set forth some or all of the following requirements.

The specifications of the bidder can be outlined. This includes length of time in the systems installation business, number of other comparable systems installed along with their locations and time in use, spare parts facilities and experienced technicians available for warranty and later service as required.

The warranty time you require should also be stated. You can outline the time the areas under construction will be accessible to the installers. Availability of space for storage of equipment and tools during the installation period can be described including their security.

Test Guarantee

You can outline a detailed description of the testing of the system and who will accept it, or make the submission of the test procedure part of the bid. It would be preferable to make up your own test procedure, being sure to properly test all parameters. In either case, lay down the technical specifications of all the equipment, as connected together and operating as a system. The manuals, drawings, cable run sheets, etc. required can also be outlined. Don't forget requiring any damage caused by the installers to be repaired.

Operator Training

You could also ask for on-site training in the operation and maintenance of the system. You should also ask for a guaranteed installation date. It would be well to add a paragraph requiring communication with the local chief engineer concerning technical co-ordination, i.e., equipment location details and other such subjective information.

You should include what might be termed your design philosophy—a description of what you expect the system to do for you—how it should work together. This will help the bidder to visualize your system, rather than a list of equipment and some block diagrams.

But block diagrams are important. You should supply the following diagrams in block form: video, audio, pulse, control, tally and intercom.

The video diagram should show all the equipment hard wired into the system, including major equipment, patches, terminations, unused inputs and outputs, sync generator remote inputs and cross-hatch outputs, and peripheral equipment. You should show whether a piece of equipment utilizes the looping input or should be terminated.

Don't forget to indicate whether a picture monitor is to be looped or fed by the video output jack of a waveform monitor to utilize the single line monitoring feature. Any balanced video should be clearly differentiated from the normal 75 ohm unbalanced circuitry.

The Audio Plan

The audio diagram will be similar to the video, showing all terminations, patches, etc. We prefer to source terminate the audio, using all bridging inputs at 0 dBm. This allows freedom in patching without regard to impedances and bridging other inputs across the line by using multiples or parallel patches. (We have not had any problems with noise or hum using this system if the grounds are all wired properly.)

A system using separate lines and distribution amplifiers for each pulse type or a system using encoders and decoders can be used. For those not familiar with the second type, an encoder combines all the pulse outputs of the sync generator into a single signal, which can be patched into any decoder desired, which converts the signal back to the original pulses. The advantage here is that the signals can be routed and delayed, if necessary, using a single cable. This results in a much smaller patch panel and few, if any, distribution amplifiers. In a medium sized system the price is about the same for either system. If you use the single cable system, it is a good idea to carefully analyze your system for maximum flexibility.

If two sync generators and a changeover switch are used, you can wire the backup generator to be patch available. In the single cable system it can feed your backup encoder. Then you can patch the backup generator into any
Fig. 1 Video System Flow Chart.

From: State University of New York

The control diagram is not included in this text.

You can decode your desired block of equipment from a separate sync standard locked to any source you desire via the remote input on the sync generator. This effectively gives you the advantage of a pulse delegation system at no extra expense, assuming you had planned on using the above mentioned backup equipment.
olutely necessary. You could just specify the remote control required by each piece of equipment to be so controlled—video tape recorders, audio tape equipment, film islands, video and audio levels, etc. Specify each function to be controlled and each point they are to be controlled from. Distribution switcher remote switching can be specified in the switcher specifications. Don’t forget to specify parallel or delegated control. Some equipment may require rewiring to use parallel control.

A power supply with good voltage regulation over a wide range of current should be specified for the tally light system. If you use a distribution switcher you might want only the tally lights to work if certain output busses are used. This can usually be incorporated into the switcher specifications. Don’t forget to specify the placement of the tally lights on equipment that does not include them, such as monitors.

**Specification Details**

A simple intercom/interphone system that uses only one bus can include a public address amplifier bridged across the intercom line with relay controlled speakers in important areas. Then a switch panel selecting appropriate speakers can be placed at areas requiring paging control. This will allow people to use their speaker as an intercom without wearing a headset. It also allows using a headset microphone at positions with speaker switches to page other areas. If this system does not meet your requirements they should be outlined in detail.

In any case, be sure to detail all interphone jack locations and the number of speakers and headsets required. Don’t forget to mute the studio intercom speakers when a mike is turned on.

Check the unit heat specs to be sure that the system won’t “take off” from the smokestack effect or from rising room temperatures. (See Fig. 2 Telecine floor plan showing approximate location of equipment.)
You should try to lay the equipment out in the number of racks you require to insure yourself of enough rack space. If you have enough racks, you should allow as much room as possible for future expansion. You would be surprised at how far you can spread out in a year or two.

**System Drawing**

To help the bidder estimate the cable required, a floor plan of each of the rooms to be wired along with a plan of the relationship of the rooms to each other should be supplied. Be sure to show the scale of each drawing.

It would be wise to submit drawings of the audio, video and pulse patch panels to show where each patch in the system is located in the jackfield, allowing the most convenient placement for your needs. Again, be sure to allow sufficient room for system expansion.

Power wiring can be considered next. We like to use two power strips in each rack, one for equipment that runs 24 hours a day, and the other for equipment turned on only during working hours. The breakers in the power panel can be color coded so you will know which to turn off and which to leave on. We run our power wiring in flexible conduit, but any method using good shielding practices should be adequate. Check your local electrical regulations.

As you lay your system out you will find that some racks lend themselves to being grouped together and supplied by one breaker, while others will require their own breaker. It would be nice to put every power strip on its own breaker, but this method requires a very large power panel in a medium sized system and a large amount of power conduit, which takes up a lot of valuable room in the trench.

Speaking of trenches, if you have the choice and the money, I suggest using computer floor. It's the most convenient. However, you usually have that choice made for you by the building architect. In fact, sometimes you don't even get a trench and have to get by with wall moulding or some other substitute.

In a turnkey installation you can save money by specifying that you will supply the power from the power panel to the contractor supplied and installed power strips. Specify auxiliary outlets on the bottom of the rack fronts for test equipment. Another point to keep in mind is to try to balance the load evenly between the three phases of power in your panel.

When specifying equipment, you can copy the specification sheet of the specific model you want, or you can just name it. If you have no particular piece of equipment in mind or want to be custom, list the physical and electronic specifications you require and let the contractor supply whatever will meet your specifications. Be sure your specifications are not so loose as to cause the system to fail to meet the required system specification or so tight as to put the price out of sight.

**Nothing To Chance**

It is important to consider outlining construction practices. Leave as little as possible to chance and you will be much less likely to be disappointed. For example, you might consider some of the following items: wire markers on the cables, cable run sheets, cable lacing, separation of cables carrying different signal levels or types of signals, methods of labeling patch panels, finish of contractor supplied control panels, mounting film chains, wall mounting of speakers and picture monitors, grounding, cable and connector types, and other details not spelled out elsewhere in the specification.

In general, wherever there might be any doubt as to what you want, don't be afraid to go into some detail. Don't just specify a film island to be installed in a certain room. Show where you want it and its picture monitor on a scaled floor plan, and specify how you want the mounting area leveled and how the units are to be fastened to the floor.

You could now make up an equipment list, by model numbers or specification paragraph number. Be sure to number every paragraph or sub-section for reference purposes. Designate quantity or "as required" for items like blank panels, cable, terminations, connectors, etc.

List everything you need, including: rack side panels and work-writer shelves, extra rack hardware, matching paint, headsets, tables or consoles for audio console and video production switcher, shelves for mounting monitors, cable tray, test equipment, spare boards, extender boards, generator, patch panels, interphone system power supply, camera cable patch cords, camera cable patch panel and studio panels, mike and interphone jacks in the studio and at the lighting panel, floor monitor outlets in the studios, camera cable, terminal blocks, monitor and intercom speakers, projector and camera lenses, mikes, test pattern illuminator, video test generator, and any other items you might have overlooked.

If you can afford it and don't have the maintenance time and/or personnel available, order spare boards, monitors, power supplies, distribution amplifiers, and anything else you may need. This can save a lot of down-time later.

Just to be on the safe side, it is a good idea to put a paragraph in the specifications somewhere that says certain items such as miscellaneous hardware, surface conduit, connectors, cable tray sections, etc., though not specifically mentioned, shall be furnished and installed by the contractor, thus insuring a complete operational system. This covers you if you leave out some relatively minor items.

You will probably find specifications writing interesting but tedious. And it undoubtedly will take a lot longer than you had anticipated. The biggest problem is finishing. Everytime you reread it you will find something to add or change.

Don't hesitate to ask other engineers about specific system bid problem areas. But above all, make certain your new system specs will match your system philosophy and its possible future expansion.
GET THE WORLD’S BEST FM STEREO WITH THE WORLD’S BEST EQUIPMENT
THE WORLD’S BEST SOLID STATE STEREO GENERATOR

POSITIVE PROOF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Separation</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60 db</td>
<td>50 Hz-7500 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 db</td>
<td>7500 Hz-10000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 db</td>
<td>10 KHz-15 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM Noise</td>
<td>-75 db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Talk</td>
<td>-60 db</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WILKINSON ELECTRONICS SG1E

COMES COMPLETE WITH POWER SUPPLY – REQUIRES ONLY 3½ RACK SPACE. ONLY ONE FRONT PANEL ADJUSTMENT. REMOTE STEREO ON/OFF FUNCTION. PRECISION BUILT BY INSTRUMENT MAKERS – TRULY BUILT TO LAST FOREVER.

THE WORLD’S BEST SOLID STATE FM EXCITER

POSITIVE PROOF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>±¼ DB 15Hz-350KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM Noise Level</td>
<td>75 DB below 100% Mod.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic Distortion</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type Modulation</td>
<td>Direct FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Output</td>
<td>Adjustable to 18 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation capability</td>
<td>200%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
<td>1 part in 100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requires oven</td>
<td>No oven and is not susceptible to rumble and microphonics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WILKINSON ELECTRONICS FME10

FCC TYPE ACCEPTED – POWER SUPPLY INCLUDED – REQUIRES 7” VERT. SPACE IMMEDIATELY USABLE IN ANY TRANSMITTER – DRAWER CONSTRUCTION FOR ACCESS: SHIELDED BY BOTH STEEL AND ALUMINUM. COMPLETELY METERED. ADJUSTMENT FREE.

NO ONE IN THE WORLD CAN MATCH THIS COMBINATION

WILKINSON ELECTRONICS, INC.

1937 W. MacDADE BLVD.
WOODLYN, PA. 19094
TELEPHONE (215) 874-5236/874-5237
Care package for tape recorders

By Gene Titterington*

Broadcast engineers are intimately familiar with the instructions for the care of magnetic tape recorders, yet we cannot escape the belief that periodically there is value in repeating these instructions. For those who have recently joined us, of course. If we occasionally encounter a new way to forecast trouble, is there any feeling more rewarding than applying service before the recorder goes haywire?

Subscribing to an incredibly simple rule of thumb, we feel that “What goes in should come out!” And the fact that what comes out is remarkably similar to what goes in, is what makes the magnetic tape recorder the useful tool that it is.

In calling it a “professional” recorder we are simply defining the category of recorder used by the broadcast engineer in the normal course of his day-to-day activities.

Of course, there may be some surprising twists to the process. Occasionally, more comes out than expected. Noise, for example. And a surplus of low frequencies. At the same time less comes out. High frequencies get lost in the shuffle of loading signals on tape and getting them off again.

Some of this gaining and losing is cancelled out by some pretty nifty adjustments made by the manufacturer and recording engineers operating as a team. But there are some residual effects which are undesirable and these are the ones we’ll attempt to thwart.

Three Easy Steps To Preventive Maintenance

First, let’s assume immediately that all broadcast-type professional audio recorders perform as specified and that performance as specified is satisfactory. Our job: to unseat those malevolent forces which suddenly appear to upset our assumptions.

Most readers will recognize three basic principles right off:

1. A recorder with clean heads, guides, capstan and surfaces is less susceptible to problems caused by dirt and oxide than a dirty recorder.

2. Proper and regular demagnetization of all elements in the tape path is quite likely to eliminate problems caused by magnetized heads, guides, etc.

3. A properly lubricated transport will not be over-lubricated or under-lubricated.

When analyzed, these three basic

Fig. 1 The magnifying glass will reveal “hidden” problems. Here, a considerable amount of oxide could be seen on the scap-flutter idler even after a quick, initial cleaning.
Fig. 2 Even the professional can improve his cleaning habits. This photo taken in a broadcast station shows bits of tape exactly where they were found. The swab stick points to a scrap uncomfortably close to the heads.

statements will reveal one startling fact: together they constitute the entire preventive maintenance routine. Anything above or beyond this constitutes inspection, checking or trouble-shooting.

This in no way implies that inspection, checking and trouble-shooting are not to be indulged in. It just pays dividends to know where one leaves off and the others begin. And while the preventive maintenance routine can be delegated to an assistant, the really careful engineer will do the next step himself: the inspection.

The Long, Hard Look

You'll get no quarrel from anyone by claiming that a good visual inspection can reveal many little pieces of information that together tell a significant story about the condition of the recorder.

While there is no way to describe it adequately, a properly adjusted tape transport literally sings a song of well-being. You can feel it. By the same token, an ailing recorder can cause the hair on the back of your neck to stand out straight. You're uncomfortable being in the same room with it.

The well-behaved transport on close inspection will be passing tape in an absolutely flat path—flat in that motion is nearly imperceptible. It is this comfortable sensation of the rightness of things plus the smooth flow of tape that encourages the engineer to proceed knowing that today things will go well.

At this point, the engineer can check the braking system. Note that the engineer in checking "stops" is also checking "starts" in approximately a 1:1 ratio. In both cases, the stop/start times can be checked against the manufacturer's spec.

Satisfied that the transport functions are just short of perfection, the engineer can now continue his inspection by removing the tape from the machine and preparing for a thorough examination of the entire transport.

Two tools are helpful. Good light and a man sized magnifying glass. There need be no shame connected with the use of the glass. After all, the idea is to see what's going on.

From the engineer's vantage point all manner of wonderful things show up in the glass. (And you thought you cleaned the system, didn't you?)

Dirt and oxide particles stare balefully back from hidden corners. Here's a piece of torn tape tucked away. Safe enough where it is, but what if it should move and lodge itself against a head at a critical instant?

And while you are getting rid of the scrap of tape, you've a perfect right to ask where it came from. One scrap could be a piece knocked off the end of a tape during a fast rewind—several pieces of similar size and shape could indicate a burr on a contact surface somewhere—missed at the last inspection.

And that oxide, where did it come from? Poor cleaning? Or is it a new sign of trouble?

Now the value of the glass really shows. A careful check of stationary guides and the heads will reveal any signs of wear. If slot-wear is present yet recorder performance is satisfactory, there may be no cause for alarm. Leaving well-enough alone applies. It may be sufficient simply to make a note that the wear is taking place and watch for further developments. But if the engineer is contemplating a change in head alignment, those wear slots will present some real problems.

Tapes will not track smoothly through the misaligned slots. Buckling, bowing or warping of the tape could result with an attendant loss of intimate tape-to-head contact. High frequency response drops off quickly and physical tape damage is a good possibility.

Under the assumption made in the beginning, the recorder under survey is in decent condition. We have observed no signs of wear. But we're not through yet. Some additional checks should be performed.

Head alignment and electronics are still unknown quantities. While these items appear to be in proper working trim, the "let's make sure" checks are not difficult to perform, nor need they require much time.

Test Tapes

Select the proper test tapes needed (reproducer alignment tapes...
Care For Test Tapes

While test tapes are masters so far as the recorded signals are concerned, they are fragile things. Once they leave the environment in which they were made, they are susceptible to the same damage as any other tape. They not only wear out in use, but even deteriorate magnetically on the shelf. Shelf deterioration can be minimized by proper storage, but only care in use can successfully combat physical damage to test tapes.

Manufacturers are cautious in expressing life-expectancy figures. Fifty to one hundred plays seems to be a safe figure. Losses as high as 5 dB have been noticed at the hundred play mark. Offsetting this are tests where tape life has been extended well beyond one-hundred plays when normal cleaning and degaussing routines are followed. Professional quality heads generally will extend the life of test tapes. This would indicate the need for caution in using tapes on heads of doubtful quality—at least those test tapes you depend on for use with your professional gear.

Under no circumstances should a test tape be used on a machine prior to cleaning and degaussing. Remember that short wavelength flux literally rides on the oxide surface. Wear it thin and you've lost the high frequencies. Even if no wear occurs, dirt causes loss of intimate contact and again, there go the highs.

Running test tapes on magnetized surfaces offers more trouble. You can erase the highs and replace them with noise rather easily.

A word about the efficiency of head degaussers should be dropped in here. With the wide availability of low-noise tapes, noise reduction systems, and multichannel recording systems, noise or signal damage caused by magnetized elements in the tape path is more than ever noticeable. Tests have shown that the old familiar head degausser is not doing the job adequately. Special, more effective degaussers will undoubtedly reach the market in the near future. Until they are available, the professional must use what he has. Multichannel head systems that can be removed from the transport should be degaussed with the more powerful bulk degaussers. Even the hand-held bulk degaussers will do a better job of degaussing parts such as capstans and guides.

In storing your test tapes, rewind them carefully and store them in a magnetically secure environment away from speakers, microphones and other magnetic devices (including magnetic latches on cabinet doors)!

Once you have checked the recorder by means of the reproducer alignment tape, you will have established several points: the azimuth of the reproducing heads is correct, the frequency response has been equalized at each operating speed and you have adjusted the output to the standard operating level.

See how conveniently our assumption has served us? Since your recorder was assumed to be in good working order, all you've had to do is to perform three simple preventive maintenance steps, a visual inspection (thorough visual inspection), and a check of the system using properly configured alignment tapes.

Together, these routines comprise the basic care package for your recorder. Because they are simple routines, they can be repeated often. Others must be performed too, and these routines will generally be spelled out by the manufacturer in the instruction manual.

Since most of these more specialized checks and adjustments are peculiar to the machine involved, we won't detail them here.

Instead, we'll make a list of the routines, suggesting the frequency of application, and give the reasons why they should be done. Table 1 is a more complete "care package for the magnetic audio recorder."

Obviously there isn't much glory in doing these things. But keeping accurate records is one way to get some satisfaction out of doing them. The neat columns of figures should give you some pride of accomplish-
The Paraslot is a typical example of Scala's design and fabrication philosophy. There are no elements outside to offer wind resistance, or to collect ice or snow; all exposed parts are made of anodized aluminum or stainless steel; precision-machined slots are covered with laminated plastic sheet held in position with adhesive—and additionally secured with an aluminum extrusion fastened to the antenna body with stainless steel machine screws; it features an exclusive patented parallel feed system which tracks temperature variances so precisely that energy phase to the slots remains within 1° under extreme temperature changes ... these are some of the many features which make the Paraslot stand out among omni-directional TV broadcast antennas.

Scala's VHF Color Log series is another instance of high-performance, functionally designed, well-built antennas. Their center mounts permit use of larger active regions, so that only two Color Logs cover VHF channels 2-13. Also, not restricted by the weight limitation of end-mounting, Color Logs use laminated construction, which our 20 years' experience has proven essential to overcome the fatigue problems of aluminum and to take full advantage of its light weight.

Look into the complete line of performance-engineered precision antennas, accessories, and mounting hardware in the 40-1000 MHz range available from Scala Radio.

YAGIS—medium priced, highest gain per size antennas for a wide range of applications.

VHF YAGI—Model CA5-150: 40-225 MHz, for general communications. Models HDCA-5 & HDCA-10: channels 2-13, high gain VHF TV applications.

FM YAGI—Models HDCA-5 & HDCA-10: 88-108 MHz, high gain 5 and 10 element yagis for the FM band, 6 MHz bandwidth.

UHF YAGI—Model CA5-450: 225-1000 MHz, for general communications. Model RA5-450: 400-1000 MHz, completely protected in a Fibreglas radome housing, for all weather communications.

COLOR LOGS—Broadband, directional antennas with high front-to-back ratio and low side lobes. Ideal for co-channel and multi-path rejection.

VHF COLOR LOG—Model CL-26: channels 2-6; Model CL-713: channels 7-13, VHF TV applications.

FM COLOR LOG—Model CLFM, one model covers the 88-108 MHz FM band.

UHF COLOR LOG—Model CL-1483: channels 14-83, UHF TV applications; precision silver-plated elements enclosed within a Fibreglas radome housing.

PARAFLECTOR—A parabolic section in one plane with exclusive dipole feed. It is lightweight, has low wind resistance and is extremely durable. Model PR-450U: 350-1000 MHz, general communications and TV applications.

MINIFLECTOR—A parabolic cylindrical reflector with a unique dielectric phaser dipole feed. Model MF-960: 940-960 MHz, communications, STL and telemetry applications.

PARASLOT —A high gain, rugged slotted cylinder antenna. Model SL-8: channels 14-83, UHF TV broadcast applications.

FM OMNI-DIRECTIONAL—Balun fed, quadrature phased, crossed dipole array. Model FMO, one model covers the 88-108 MHz FM band.

GROUND PLANE—Model GP-150: 40-170 MHz, ideal for non-directional all-weather communications.


POWER DIVIDERS—Allow division of transmitter power to two or more antennas in the proportion needed. Phasing and stacking harnesses, inter-connecting cables, and fastening hardware are made to your specifications. Special arrays are custom designed to achieve maximum gain or to provide optimum solution to co-channel, multi-path and other radiation problems.

LONG EXPERIENCE IN PAINSTAKING RESEARCH, INNOVATIVE DESIGN, AND SOUND CONSTRUCTION MAKE FOR SCALA'S CONTINUING LEADERSHIP IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PRECISION ANTENNAS FOR PROFESSIONAL APPLICATIONS, EXPERIENCE THAT IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING. CALL OR WRITE TODAY.

Scala Radio Corporation
1970 REPUBLIC AVENUE, SAN LEANDRO, CA 94577 (415) 351-3792

Circle Number 28 on Reader Reply Card

October, 1971
### Table 1—Recorder Care Package Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routine</th>
<th>How Often</th>
<th>Why</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Cleaning</td>
<td>As often as desired but certainly no less than once every eight operating hours.</td>
<td>Clean recorders eliminate a lot of possible problems. Dirt and oxide accelerate wear and degrade performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Demagnetizing</td>
<td>Should be considered as part of the cleaning routine.</td>
<td>Magnetic cleanliness is as desirable as physical cleanliness. Stray field can rob you of the quality you put in so carefully.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Lubrication</td>
<td>As recommended by the manufacturer. No more, no less. This is no place to exercise creativity. Follow your own timetable. In practice, the careful engineer is always inspecting.</td>
<td>No one likes a squeaky wheel. Too much lubrication attracts dirt, destroys components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Visual Inspection</td>
<td>Follow your own timetable. In practice, the careful engineer is always inspecting.</td>
<td>Observation of normal behavior can tune the eye to abnormal conditions. Also, some problems can be observed in development and corrected before catastrophe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. System Check Out (using alignment tapes)</td>
<td>After cleaning and demagnetizing, generally prior to an important program. As the commercial says, &quot;once in the morning does it.&quot;</td>
<td>Test tapes are a primary reference and remove any doubts you might have.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. System Check Out (using manufacturer’s check list and flutter test tape)</td>
<td>Follow the manufacturer’s instructions. Use flutter test tape after all adjustments to the tape handling system.</td>
<td>These checks determine whether or not adjustments should be made in brake or hold-back tensions, capstan idler pressures, etc. Flutter test checks adjustments in reproduce mode and is a comfortable reassurance that tape is being handled properly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please note that we have resisted the urge to discuss the routines in detail. No two makes or models of recorders are alike in all respects. Our purpose here is to remind you that following the basic procedures is the best way to avoid serious problems.

The pleasure of tracking down problems and successfully correcting them we leave in your capable hands. You may, however, want more information on some of the points we’ve made, particularly those dealing with test tapes and degaussing. Four worthwhile papers are available:


Papers No. 1, No. 2 and No. 4 are available from Ampex Corporation, M.S. 7-13, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, California, 94063. Ask for A-223, "Test Tape Applications," and TIP No. 11 (Demagnetization). Paper No. 3 may be obtained from the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Inc., 9 E. 41st Street, New York, N.Y., 10017.
Shopping for lenses? Compare Canon!

Draw up a checklist that includes price, specifications and image brilliance, then start comparing catalogues. You'll probably come up with the Canon answer, like so many major camera producers—for broadcast 1” or 1 1/4” PLUMBICON® or CCTV 1”, 2/3” vidicon.

Stack these two Canon popularity favorites against anything else on the market and see what we mean. The Canon TV Zoom Lens P17X30B2 has an impressive 1:2.5 relative aperture at focal length range (440-500mm), in spite of its 17X zoom ratio. At 30—440mm it's a remarkable 1:2.2, offering the same performance as our P10X20B, specially designed for maximum versatility with three different range extenders.

Both are ideal for a variety of situations, including dim lighting and open areas like field events.

Here are some other examples of the wide Canon line:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Range of Focal Length</th>
<th>Zoom Ratio</th>
<th>Maximum Relative Aperture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 1/4” PLUMBICON</td>
<td>P17 x 30B2</td>
<td>30—500mm</td>
<td>1:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P10 x 20</td>
<td>20—200mm</td>
<td>1:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1” PLUMBICON</td>
<td>PV17 x 24B</td>
<td>24—400mm</td>
<td>1:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PV10 x 15</td>
<td>16—160mm</td>
<td>1:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PV10 x 15B</td>
<td>15—150mm</td>
<td>1:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1” Vidicon</td>
<td>V10 x 15</td>
<td>15—150mm</td>
<td>1:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V6 x 16</td>
<td>16.9—95mm</td>
<td>1:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V5 x 20</td>
<td>20—100mm</td>
<td>1:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V4 x 25</td>
<td>25—100mm</td>
<td>1:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4” Vidicon</td>
<td>J10 x 13</td>
<td>13—130mm</td>
<td>1:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J 6 x 13</td>
<td>13—76mm</td>
<td>1:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J 5 x 15</td>
<td>15—75mm</td>
<td>1:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J 4 x 12</td>
<td>12.5—50mm</td>
<td>1:4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Servoized/Motorized

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Range of Focal Length</th>
<th>Zoom Ratio</th>
<th>Maximum Relative Aperture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 1/4” PLUMBICON</td>
<td>P10 x 20B4</td>
<td>20—200mm</td>
<td>1:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1” Vidicon</td>
<td>V10 x 15R (DC)</td>
<td>15—150mm</td>
<td>1:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V6 x 16R (AC/DC)</td>
<td>16.9—95mm</td>
<td>1:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V4 x 25R (AC/DC,EE)</td>
<td>25—100mm</td>
<td>1:4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Circle Number 29 on Reader Reply Card

October, 1971
Power Systems and Their Effects on Station Audio Lines

By Leon B. Davis*

Many audio channels are provided to broadcasters by the telephone companies. Sometimes noise induced by power systems becomes a problem. The purpose of this article is to explore the conditions which cause noise or the appearance of disruptive voltages as well as measures which can be taken to minimize the difficulties.

Power Systems

The output of an alternator with single winding has only two terminals available to a load. By means of a transformer as shown in Figure 1a, more terminals can be made available. If the secondary windings are connected in series aiding, the voltages across the combination are in phase and add algebraically. This can also be represented vectorially as shown in Figure 1b. The length of the resultant vector is equal to the sum of the two.

Most power is generated by machines with more than one winding, the usual case being three. The windings are displaced with respect to each other by 120° as shown in Figure 2a. The sinusoidal outputs of windings B and C will lag behind winding A by 120° and 240° respectively. Figure 2b is a plot of voltage vs. time for the three windings. Assume, now, that the inner winding ends together and brought out as a neutral conductor. The voltages from the neutral to A, B and C can be represented vectorially. Vectorially this is represented in Figure 2c. The vector sum of these voltages in a balanced three phase alternator is zero. Later it will be shown how unbalances can affect broadcasters.

In the usual case in residential or some light industrial and business areas, the power companies deliver single phase secondary power at nominal 120-240 volts, so-called because both voltages are available. Large users, on the other hand, are usually served by a three phase system. Voltages available on a three phase power service are selected to fit the requirements of the user.

A typical business building will require 120 volts to operate small motors, incandescent lamps and portable equipment. In such a case the power can be supplied at 120 volts between the neutral and any phase of a Y connected system. It is called a Y system because the three phase windings schematically resemble the letter Y. Power to operate three phase equipment is available at 208 volts, phase-to-phase. If you plot the voltage vectors to scale, you will note that the phase-to-phase voltage bears the relationship 3:1 to the phase to neutral voltage, not 2:1 as in a single phase three wire system.

Transformer connections in single phase systems are self-evident to anyone familiar with audio circuitry. Input and output voltages are related directly to the number
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of turns on the input and output windings. So it is with transformers in polyphase systems. Several single phase transformers can be used together to form a polyphase bank or a polyphase transformer can be built. In the interest of keeping this article simple, only the use of single phase transformers will be discussed.

Generators, transformers and loads in three phase systems can be connected either Y or delta. As the term suggests, the former has one end of each winding or load connected to a common point. The other ends are then the points of a three point star or Y. In a delta system the ends of the windings or loads connected in the form of a triangle or delta. Figure 3 shows how this is done.

By examining a voltage vector diagram of a delta connected transformer, it can be seen, as in Figure 3c that if one of the windings is omitted, the voltage relationships of the remaining windings remain unchanged. This form of connection is known as “open delta.” This configuration is sometimes used for economic reasons.

Various combinations of wye and delta transformers are used in power transmission and distribution. Usually the junction of a wye connection will be grounded and may be extended as a neutral conductor. If the three phase system is balanced no current will flow in the ground connection. If a ground fault occurs on the line, current will flow in the ground connection and can be used to operate circuit breakers.

Distribution systems usually start as three phase systems, either wye or delta. If there is no three phase load requirement, the power company may elect to run branches of only one phase, rather than all three, to save construction costs. This results in an unbalanced system which may have a disastrous effect on broadcasting.

The generation of a pure sinusoid is not practicable; some harmonic content is always present, although well designed generators produce them in very low quantities. The main sources of harmonics are transformers, motors, rectifiers, SCR devices and other utilization equipment. Rectifiers, SCR devices and other non-linear equipment can generate both odd and even harmonics. Motors and transformers usually produce only odd harmonics. Sometimes spurious products not harmonically related to the power system fundamental are produced by the winding slots in motors and by commutators.

Harmonics and other extraneous energy have little effect on the power system but may have an undesirable effect on audio lines served by telephone facilities. Most telephone lines are either on the same poles with the power system or separated by the width of the road. In either case, coupling exists between the two systems. The power systems fundamental and harmonic currents induce voltages on the telephone system. If the telephone system is well balanced, no residual noise will result.

Factors contributing to unbalance may be high resistance splices, leakages to ground, faulty transpositions and unbalanced terminal equipment. Most telephone lines are in metallic sheathed cable. The sheath, if continuous, acts as a shield and reduces the induced emf on the cable conductors. In addition, cable pairs are twisted every few inches to maintain equal exposure and coupling to both sides of the pair. Open wire, on the other hand, may be twisted, or transposed, every several hundred feet or more.

Whenever a conductor carries alternating current, an alternating magnetic field is produced. Other conductors within the influence of the magnetic field will have an AC potential induced in them. This is the condition existing between power systems and communication conductors which follow the same routes.

The alternating magnetic field is called INFLUENCE. Conditions such as length of exposure, distance between the power and communications systems, earth resistivity and the presence of other conductors affecting COUPLING. When influence and coupling exist, an emf will exist on the communication conductors. Whether or not this emf will be harmful to the communications systems depends upon the magnitude of the emf.
and the SUSCEPTIVENESS of the communications system. Harmful effects may be noise or may be voltages hazardous to persons or equipment. For these effects to occur, however, INFLUENCE, COUPLING and SUSCEPTIVENESS must all three be present.

**Influence**

Now let us examine these conditions one at a time. Magnetic influence is caused by the power system currents, either at the fundamental frequency or its harmonics. It is also a function of the configuration of the power system. A well balanced three phase system (one with the load well balanced among the three phases) will produce little influence at the fundamental frequency because the residual current in a balanced system is zero. On the other hand, a single phase or an unbalanced polyphase system may produce a high influence. But, even in a well balanced three phase system certain harmonics will add directly. These effects are illustrated in Figure 4.

The fundamental and its third harmonic are indicated for all three phases. At any instant the sum of the fundamentals is zero. The third harmonics are in phase with each other and add directly. This is true of the odd triple harmonics, i.e., the 3rd, 9th, 15th, 21st, etc. No amount of system balance can reduce the effect of these. Only by suppressing these at their source or by employing three phase transformers with tertiary windings can the odd triples be dealt with. This is covered widely in engineering texts and will not be discussed further here.

Modern power distribution systems have the primary neutral and secondary neutral tied together. Frequently it is the same wire. The neutral is grounded at frequent intervals either via the customer service entrance ground, transformer ground rods, or through guy wires which have not been insulated. There are a number of advantages to an interconnected or multi-grounded neutral (MGN) including better lightning protection for distribution transformers and provision of a low impedance ground for prompt de-energization of circuit breakers in the event of a phase-to-neutral fault.

When under normal operating conditions, residual neutral current exists because of load unbalances, and most of the fundamental current returns via the neutral. Because of inductance of the neutral conductor, it presents a higher impedance to harmonic currents and more will tend to return via the earth, this being a function of frequency. The result is that there will be an unbalance between the harmonic currents in the phase conductors and those in the neutral. This produces a residual magnetic field at harmonic frequencies which may be more disturbing to communication conductors than at the fundamental.

**Coupling**

Coupling is affected by the relationship of the disturbing and disturbed conductors. Many communication conductors are on the same poles with power conductors. If not, they may be separated by the width of a road, on separate pole lines, or the communication conductors may be buried in the ground. In any case, they may be within the influence of the power system. The coupling can be decreased by the presence of other grounded con-
ductors such as cable shields, supporting strand or other communication conductors.

**Susceptiveness**

Susceptiveness, the third ingredient necessary to produce disturbing effects, is a function of the configuration of the communication conductors and the balance of the terminal equipment. The worst case is the open wire telephone line. Its conductors are spaced about one foot apart and one conductor may be significantly closer to the disturbing power wires than the other. To reduce this effect the communication conductors are transposed or twisted at intervals. If one could maintain exactly the same spacing between the power and telephone conductors or both systems and transpositions, or twists, at uniform intervals, it is theoretically possible to reduce the susceptiveness of an open wire circuit to zero. This never happens in real life.

Power and telephone conductors are different materials and react differently to temperature, wind and ice loading conditions. Cable circuits, on the other hand, have none of these disadvantages. The communication conductors in each pair are, for all practical purposes, spaced equally from the power conductors and are transposed every few inches instead of at intervals of hundreds of feet. In addition, cables have metallic shields, either in the form of a lead sheath or an aluminum, steel or other metal under a plastic jacket.

While the balance of a pair of wires may be optimized, if longitudinal unbalances exist in terminal equipment noise may be a problem. Well designed input and output transformers exhibit excellent common mode rejection. This is accomplished by controlling the R, L and C of each side of the line winding with respect to ground.

Under normal power system operating conditions, fundamental and harmonic frequency voltages may appear on the communication conductors. Unwanted energy will not appear at the terminals of a well balanced communication system and, therefore, no harm results. Under power line fault conditions, high currents may induce excessive voltages on telephone lines. In order to keep these voltages to safe levels, various protective devices are used on communication conductors. The most common is the carbon gap protector which has a breakdown voltage of nominally 350 volts RMS. Momentary high voltages from power surges or lightning may not damage the carbon gap protectors. Sustained high current will cause the protectors to ground the line permanently. The carbon gap blocks must then be replaced.

**Station Grounding**

Broadcasting transmitter stations should be well grounded. Very important from the standpoint of safety to personnel and equipment is common bonding between all grounds in the installation. This is to prevent arcing between metallic structures in the event of lightning, power system surges or direct contact between power and communication conductors. Bonding between metal structures is more important, from the safety standpoint than a good ground, as such. The systems to be bonded include the station ground system, power neutral, communication company protectors, building structural steel and metal pipe systems.

In conclusion, the suppression of unwanted energy appearing on communication conductors as a result of induction from power systems is a joint responsibility of the communication and power companies. Mitigative measures applied by the communication company include shielding, conductor balance and terminal equipment balance. In addition, protective devices are applied to prevent hazards from high induced or direct contact voltages or lightning. Measures which can be applied by the power company include load balancing, suppression of harmonics generated in customer equipment, and the use of substation transformers with tertiary windings to suppress triple harmonics. Power and communication company engineers have been jointly solving these problems for years. If you have a power/noise problem, don’t fight it alone.

Call Gates for the most complete line of radio broadcast equipment . . . available from three separate centers.
New low price for instant replay: $5/hour

TeleMation's* VIDEODISC* VDR-1000 Instant Replay NTSC Recorder

The $19,000 you save when you buy it (initial cost of chief competitive unit, about $75K; of VIDEODISC, about $56K) is just the beginning. Our single-disc, two-head design (much simpler than our chief competitor's two-disc, four-head unit) means fewer dropouts, higher reliability, and lower operating cost. When you average out initial equipment purchase and disc/head replacement costs for the leading competitive unit—we'll call it Brand A—you come up with $18.00 to $20.00 an hour. The VIDEODISC VDR-1000, on the other hand, costs about $5.00 an hour. That's a saving of up to $15.00 for every hour that you use it.

So much for the economy story—there's more.

For example, the clearest, sharpest stop-action, slow-motion and time-lapse images you've ever seen. The only disc recorder that provides full 4.2 MHz bandwidth, with retention of luminance level in stop action and slow motion. Five speeds instead of two or three. Visual fast-forward and fast-reverse at any speed, including time lapse. Joystick speed control. Twenty indicator lamps to show you exact head position second-by-second. Chromecote® proprietary protection to extend disc and head life. Disc design proven in long-term computerized data processing applications. Rugged construction and packaging for outstanding mobile operation. Modular design and built-in test circuits for easy maintenance anywhere. Test-panel access to all critical signal test points. Plus the fact that you don't have to replace heads just to change a disc.

If you can't see the point in working harder, worrying more, and paying four times the price for performance that falls short of ours, call or write us for a VIDEODISC demonstration. Instantly.

*The "Instant Replay" product line developed over the years by DMI has been assumed by TeleMation. This product will henceforth have the financial, engineering and marketing background and support of TeleMation.
Air Force
ITV Goes Mobile

1st Lt. A. M. Garfield*

Lowry Air Force Base, Denver, paved the way for the use of educational television by the Air Force on August 6, 1958. The initial operation, including $245,000 of new equipment and excess items procured from other Air Force bases, consisted of a studio installed in the spare rooms of the base's photographic school. Thirty hours of live programming a week were distributed to six monitors in the classroom building by dual channel coaxial cable.

Today, the Lowry Television Branch is the center for a vast network of Air Force instructional television which includes four major production facilities and numerous customers of playback material.

Beginning as a local production and playback studio, Lowry's television operation has achieved the status of an Air Training Command audio-visual center, providing support to any program necessary for the improvement of Air Force technical training.

The Lowry facility differs from most educational television installations in that it is administered by two major organizations. The equipment is installed and maintained by the engineers from the 1910th Communications Squadron of the Air Force Communications Service (AFCS). The facility is operated and used as a training aid by the Lowry Television and Training Film Production Branch of the Air Training Command (ATC), the “campus” for Air Force technical training. The two agencies have pooled extensive engineering and production capabilities to solve the problems of continually expanding requirements—personnel training, equipment procurement and facility improvement.

The Lowry educational television building, completed in 1962, now houses a complete production facility including two studios, management offices and maintenance shops, film production and printing laboratories, graphics and script development offices. A video tape and film library is maintained for use at Lowry and shipment of material to other installations. The building's master control room monitors studio production, electronic editing, kinescope recording, classroom playback and audio control.

The basic task of classroom instruction at Lowry has been considerably modified by twelve years of educational television use. In 1959 video tape and kinescope capabilities were established. Video tapes of lessons are converted to 16mm film and transmitted to distant

classrooms by a six channel video distribution system. As many as 30 films on basic electronics are shown from 6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. daily. Other instructional programs use the 16mm film production for playback by projector in the classroom.

The two production studios are supported by RCA TK-31 studio cameras and Ampex 1000C video tape recorders equipped with Editec electronic editors. The adjoining studio control rooms feature video switchers capable of controlling four cameras and three auxiliary inputs including a 24 pattern special effects generator. One studio has special mixing capability including a separate special effects preview. The audio boards in each studio have capability for four mix inputs, two tape inputs, three auxiliary and one net turntable input. The completed and edited video tape productions are recorded on film by an RCA TFR-1 television recorder and a PM 80 audio recorder; audio and video are combined in the final film processing for the highest quality product.

Lowry transcribes and prints as much as 150,000 feet of film per month. Strict quality control is maintained throughout all stages of production. The television engineering section holds frequent customer conferences on improving the quality of video tape production to insure the best film result.

The Lowry Studio also assumes responsibility for production support to other military installations in the area. Lowry has an interservice agreement for assistance to the Army's Fitzsimons General Hospital in Aurora, Colorado. Kinescoping and audio-visual support has also been extended to the Air Force Academy and the Air Force Accounting and Finance Center.

Mobile Television
Unique to Air Force educational television is the Lowry mobile television van, a portable production center capable of operation anywhere in the world. When the Air Training Command requires training film productions on subject matter which cannot be brought into the Lowry studios, the mobile van is dispatched to the location. The unit, originally a surplus radar van, was converted to a fully operational mobile television unit.

Its first mission in November, 1967 took it no further than six miles away to Fitzsimons General Hospital for a program on surgical scrub procedures. The van has since visited Texas, the Carolinas, Florida and Illinois, taping anything from aircraft maintenance to fire control systems. The mobile studio carries GE PE-23 Vidicon cameras and an Ampex VR 1100 physically modified for the van's limited space.

The specialized electronic features of the system make on-location video taping more flexible and convenient than cinematography. Electronic editing allows "on-the-spot" corrections and the use of special effects, as well as allowing the director an immediate viewing of the finished product.

The video taped lessons are sent to the Lowry television studios for conversion to film. Extending the capability of the mobile facility is cinemagraphic equipment capable of black and white or color film production. The camera, a 16mm Arriflex, is used to shoot the original footage. The film is then reduced to a Super-8 format.

Film produced by the Lowry television studios have been given world-wide distribution. Lessons have even been used for refresher training in Viet Nam.

The operation of the television
branch itself involves a monumental training program for Air Force television personnel. Television engineers come to the Air Force from three sources; directly from civilian life as "by-passed specialists" experienced in broadcast television, from the Army sponsored television engineering school at Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey, or from other military electronics fields with no prior experience in television engineering.

Personnel rotation is a particular problem. Many television specialists assigned to the facility have maintained only surveillance and monitoring systems with none of the complexities of television production. Frequently as soon as a man is qualified to maintain Lowry equipment he is reassigned to another location. The section also loses men temporarily to other installations. Other facilities draw from Lowry's pool of qualified engineers for temporary maintenance duty and technical assistance visits, forcing the engineering staff to work around absences of qualified personnel.

The engineering section is stabilized by a core of ten civilians, many having received their experience at Lowry during military duty and returned to fill a permanent position. Two specially assigned civilian electronic engineers conduct training for newly assigned personnel, including Air Force specialty courses in television backed by daily classroom instruction and on-the-job training. Orientation in color equipment maintenance is included in preparation for future facility improvements.

Future plans include the acquisition of cameras capable of conversion to color. Transition to color will involve extensive modification to the existing facility, from acquisition of back-up electronic equipment to studio rebuilding.

Bids covering Lowry specifications are submitted by various companies in competition; the contract usually goes to the lowest bidder satisfying the given requirements.

Television has earned its place as a prominent part of the Air Force educational system, proving to be an extremely efficient means of rapidly training future Air Force technicians. Zoom lenses magnify intricate equipment for easy viewing by an entire class at one time. The mobile television van brings the hardware of the entire Air Force into the classroom.

The engineers and production crew work together to insure proper functioning and operation of the television equipment so the finished product, a videotaped lesson, will meet the rigid technical and educational standards of the Air Force Communications Service and Air Training Command.

---

**everything**

... for your every broadcasting need, and with 100% financing!! It's faster, easier, and less costly for you to let SPARTA service your needs.

A smooth and profitable operation is yours with SPARTA equipment because value is built in, in such a way that dollar for dollar you can't find a better buy in quality broadcast products.

Call or write us today and we'll send you colorful brochures detailing our complete product line.

SPARTA HAS EVERYTHING!!!
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buy  
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12 X 2  
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30 X 4  

V.I. Production  

A/V Routing  

The answers to all your switching requirements are at TELEMET  

Contact us at:  

Telemet  

A GEOTEL COMPANY  

AMITYVILLE, NEW YORK 11701  

516-541-3600  

CHICAGO, ILL. 312-427-6826  

CHATTANOOGA, TENN. 615-886-3032  

HOUSTON, TEX. 713-946-5796  

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 415-797-0626  

Circle Number 33 on Reader Reply Card
It is possible to build a remote unit right in the telephone by removing the ringer assembly from a Bell System 500 Series telephone. The PK-544 amplifier is an excellent choice for this use. It provides a high (85 dB) gain, low distortion, is temperature compensated and has a frequency response of 150-10 kHz. We find this response ideal, especially for sports remotes where an extended low range is not desirable. Furthermore, in this configuration the peak battery drain is about 30 ma., idle is 6 ma., and the unit will easily deliver +10 VU to the line. We have used remote units similar to this for over five years without any failures.

Briefly, here is how the unit works. Sw 1 is turned on, Sw 2 is thrown to phone position, number is called, switch 2 is thrown to remote position and remote broadcast proceeds. In either position of Sw 2, remote operator will be connected to the radio station. In fact, if the station cuts away for local commercials, the remote operator may switch back to phone and talk directly to, or receive instructions from radio station. In “phone” position, the line is “held” by the output winding of the 425B network (200 ohms). In “remote” position, the line is “held” by the parallel resistances of the 6 dB pad and and the resistance of the A67J secondary (400 ohms). Isolation capacitors are not strictly necessary, but 5 mf 150 VNP capacitors may be added between the A67J and pad. In either case, the pad resistors should be 1 watt units because they will have to dissipate about a 40 ma. current.

The NE-51H and 47K resistor may be tied across line to give visual indication of an incoming call. C1 is added for RF pickup suppression because the unit is unshielded when mounted in a telephone body.

500 Series phones are available from Barry’s Electronics, 512 Broadway, New York, N.Y., 10012 for $23.95, Catalog No. 19-372. With the ringer assembly removed, parts placement will be easy. I placed the XLR-3-31 mic input connector on top of the phone under the hand set, so that it is
impossible to hang up when external mic is connected. I placed the Sw 1 head phone jack and volume control to the rear of that and placed Sw 1 between the two rear posts of the phone cradle, so that it is protected from accidental activation. I placed S 2 in an existing hole on the right side dial support and cut a hole through the cycolac body of the phone for access. This protects the switch from accidental activation and if the hole is plugged with chassis plug, it adds to the appearance of the unit.

The switches were miniature models similar to JBT, JMT 123 and JMT 223.

The unit is compact, neat and easy to use.

John Gaboury, CE
KVOY Radio, Inc.
Yuma, Ariz.

Send Your Exchange Ideas To Broadcast Engineering

---

**On Solving VTR Switching Transients**

Some time ago I had a problem with an Ampex 1200 VTR, which I have since seen on the air on other TV stations. I have no way of knowing what make or model the problem originated from the other times I have seen it.

Lined across the picture diagonally are switching transients which occur once per drum pass. That is a transient, the remainder of that heads' information and the information of the other three heads and then a transient displaced horizontally from the original transient when the original head is on again. The result, with interlace, is the production of two parallel rows of transients diagonally through the picture. The effect is most pronounced when in black with setup or when viewed against a solid background.

The transients occur at tach rate and drift back and forth very much like stability markers. In high band during program they can be tolerated by viewers, but in low band they enlarge to blotches almost twice the size of stability markers and are unacceptable.

To make matters worse, as I tracked the problem down I found that it would not occur all the time but only after the machine had been in operation for 20 to 40 minutes. On a cold day you could load the offending VTR with spots all day and never have the transients show up.

Now as we all feel, it is better to replace a part with a whisp of smoke rising from it than to try and do running battle with an intermittent. Sometimes we went for weeks with a clean signal. Then one day on the channel amp display, slowly growing out of the grass like corn, would appear a positive going spike and the transients would be back in the picture.

Our only clue, other than the transient and its rate, was that heat was involved. To make a long story short, here are some of the things it was not! The head blower, sparking in the rotary transformer spring loaded bearing, the head leads to...
the channel amp card, adjustment of the switching transient suppression pulses in the signal system, the power supply, the tach circuitry or tension pulses in the signal system, the switching transient suppression, the channel amp card, adjustment by one under the light of a magnifying lamp and portions of the wiring harness were rung out wire by wire.

After considerable testing, I was no where nearer an answer than when I had started, so I played a hunch. About the only place the transient rate was being produced when I had started, so I played a hunch. About the only place the transients could be stopped by cooling one of the drum chopper transistors.

The old transistor showed no unusual characteristics when tested with a conventional transistor tester. But in some way it gave rise to the transients, whereas its replacement did not.

I should also note that there was nothing present in the motor drive waveforms to indicate any problem nor was there any waveform change there after the transistor was replaced.

---

**Using The Cross Step Gray Scale**

After reading with interest, a Broadcast Engineering article on aligning Color Film Cameras (Nov., 1970 issue page 43), and after more than three years of using slide gray scales, that are not really gray, (the base color of the film is not neutral); we arrived at a solution to our headaches.

The Kodak representatives gave us a demonstration on their new Cross Step Gray Scale 31/4 X 4 inches Slide for TV Camera film adjustments. We ordered two of them. As soon as the Kodak Slides arrived, we began thinking on an easy way to use them.

The slide is to be used in front of and as close as possible to the field lens of the film camera. We constructed a mounting with magnets that permitted us to install and quickly remove the slide at alignment time.

To do this the cover of the multiplexer had to be removed. In doing this a mirror of the multiplexer can be damaged. After a lot of planning and of prototype making, we finally arrived at the present model of what we call an "Instant Chip-Chart". Of course the gadget is made for the TK-27 RCA Color Film Camera and is basically an aluminum shutter that is held between two rails of plexiglass. In the aluminum shutter is mounted the slide and two small magnets show up only on the servo harness diagram. Stalking my personal gremlin, armed with an aerosol container of coolant, I waited for the transients to appear and then turned each transistor into a snowman. Sure enough the transients could be stopped by cooling one of the drum chopper transistors.

---

**Easy Off Tape 'Scape**

In response to D. Khali Jones of KID-TV. His suggestion of disposing of used video tape seems to be quite a tedious task. The method I have been using takes less than one minute to dispose of 30 minutes of tape.

Remove the take up reel from the machine, and load the tape to be disposed of but do not go through the transport itself. Wrap about three or four wraps of tape around the hub, and place a pencil eraser down vertical to the hub. Wrap about three more wraps of tape around both the hub and the pencil and place the machine in fast forward.

After all the tape is transferred to the takeup hub, remove the pencil. This creates a slack near the hub, and the tape is easily lifted off to be disposed of. Remember to hold the tension arm on the transport will operate.

Franklin Forgette
Western Ky. Television Bowling Green, Ky.
remote VHF-TV
aural modulation monitoring

TBM-2500-CL $510.00
TBM-2500-CH $535.00
TBM-5500 $1,300.00

At a very practical price, McMartin's TBM-5500 satisfies new FCC rules for "a type approved aural modulation monitor, equipped where necessary, with a properly designed signal frequency amplifier..." Sec. 73.676(a)(5). Driven by the TBM-2500-CL (Channels 2-6) or TBM-2500-CH (Channels 7-13) RF Amplifier, the TBM-5500 has a composite output signal termination to permit measurement of 39 kHz subcarrier injection level. Equipped with the TBM-2100 SCA Demodulator (optional at $125.00), it also provides recovery of subcarrier telemetry tone information. Long the leader in FM monitoring and professional receiving equipment, McMartin now provides the realistic answer to remote control VHF-TV aural monitoring.

Coming soon—the TBM-5000 VHF-TV Digital Frequency Monitor—for visual, aural and intercarrier deviations.

For details, contact: Broadcast Product Manager (402) 342-2753

McMartin
605 north thirteenth street • omaha, nebraska • 68102
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Slide in position in the round cover of the field lens.

Identification in the rails permits insertion in film camera.

To balance the camera it is necessary to raise the slide into position, run the projector on an open gate and balance the film chain.

The mounting and the slide it-
The TK-27 cabinet, free of dust, self are physically mounted inside the gadget. Dull black paint gives a better idea of the construction of the gadget. Fingerprints and possible damage were sprayed over metal and plexiglass parts to prevent reflections.

Miguel Triay WKAQ-TV San Juan, P.R.

Latest FCC Radio Equipment List Ready

The latest listing of Radio Equipment Acceptable for Licensing, dated May 11, 1971, has been issued by the Commission.

The list includes equipment for the Domestic Public Radio Services other than Maritime Mobile; Radio Broadcast Services; Experimental Auxiliary and Special Broadcast Services; Stations on Land in Maritime Services; Stations on Shipboard in Maritime Services; Public Fixed Stations and Stations in the Maritime Services in Alaska; Aviation Services; Public Safety Radio Services; Industrial Radio Services; Land Transportation Radio Services; and Citizens Radio Service.

The transmitters listed are considered acceptable for licensing in the various services provided that their operation is in accordance with Commission rules and the specifications for this equipment are not exceeded. The list also includes frequency and modulation monitors that are type approved for use in the radio broadcast service. Equipment is listed alphabetically by manufacturer and numerically by type number.

Copies of the list are available from the Commission for purchase or public distribution. They are available for reference at the Commission offices at 1919 M Street N.W. in Washington, D.C. and at FCC field offices, and may be purchased from Keuffel & Esser Company (formerly Cooper-Trent), 1521 North Danville Street, Arlington, Va. 22201 (telephone 524-9000, area code 703). Inquiries, other than requests for purchase of the list, may be addressed to Technical Division, Technical Standards Branch, Federal Communications Commission, Washington, D.C.

Compact L Band Amplifier/Modulator

Acrodyne Industries announces availability of its new 12 dB gain amplifier/modulator, Model A-2027.

A 20-ounce, totally solid-state unit measuring 4½" x 4½" x 1" less connectors, the A-2027 delivers up to 16 watts peak with 1-watt CW input. Peak output pulse power results when the amplifier/modulator is triggered by TTL level pulses at the trigger-pulse input connector.

Components include a 50 ohm RF attenuator providing good input VSWR characteristics; PIN diode RF switch; RF switch driver, and a pair of cascaded common base transistor amplifiers. The unit has a ±30 MHz bandwidth of "L" band, and can provide a maximum 33.0 micro-second pulse-width at a maximum duty cycle of 0.1%.

As a final amplifier itself or an intermediate amplifier in a chain the unit can be used in TACAN, DME, and other communications applications. Typical Acrodyne amplifier chains with specifications like those of Model A-2027 are available to the 10 KW peak pulse level and higher.

Video Delay Modules

A series of equalized delay line modules for color video signals with delays of 5 ns. to 4 ms. are to be marketed by Television Equipment Associates, Bayville, N.Y.

According to Matthey Printed Products and British Broadcasting Corporation, these compact, high-precision 75-ohm modules overcome the need to employ bulky coaxial cable, attendant equalizers and high-gain amplifier circuits in

(Continued on page 56)
Enjoy the competitive edge in your market with these exclusive production techniques.

Write or call: 812/332-7251

SARKES TARZIAN, INC.
Broadcast Equipment Division
Bloomington, Indiana 47401
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The variable delay unit shown here provides a rapid selection of several delay times.

Intended primarily for color TV switchers to facilitate precise timing on a temporary basis for remotes, American engineers may use it to determine actual delay requirements needed for permanent installations. The delay unit can be cascaded with Matthey fixed delay modules of 200 ns., 500 ns., and 1,000 ns. The fixed delay modules can also be cascaded with each other to provide delays of up to 4 ns.
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Music Library For Automated FM & AM Stations

The BRIGHT NOW sound, a taped music service designed to operate on broadcast automation systems, is now available to stations on an exclusive market basis from Schafer Electronics.

BRIGHT NOW, which features the big, bold sound of today, lightly spiced with many of yesterday’s gold award winners, is an announced service aimed at the 18-49 age group.

Based upon Billboard’s “Easy Listening” charts, with added selections from the “Hot 100s” and best selling LP lists, the library is available in either of two forms.

Form I places major emphasis on the big beat instrumentals which
have particular appeal to the 25-49 age group. This up-tempo library is divided into four musical categories: (1) Big Band Instrumentals, (2) Strings with a beat, (3) Combos and (4) Vocals (Male, female and groups). Form I subscribers start with all categories of music in a basic 66 hour library, with six hours of current music added monthly. The cost to Schafer system owners is $750 for the initial library and $225 per month for new reels. The cost to other stations is $825 down and $275 monthly.

Form II is more vocal-oriented with music selected for the 18-49 age group. This library contains five musical categories, three instrumental and two vocal. Categories are (1) Big Band Instrumentals, (2) Strings with a beat (3) Combos, (4) Male vocal, (5) Female and group vocal. The Form II initial library contains 77 hours of music with 7 hours of new tapes added monthly. Initial library cost is $940 for Schafer system owners and $1025 for others. Monthly charge for new reels is $275 and $325, respectively.

The BRIGHT NOW sound is mastered on low noise tape in Schafer's modern recording studios. Each selection is recorded in two track stereo. 25 Hz tones for automatic switching are placed in the left channel only at exactly the right location for a smooth transition from selection to selection.

The music service is available on either 10½ inch or 14 inch reels. A play list accompanies each reel of music, identifying the title, artist, album & number, the publisher information and time required for each selection.

Pulse Distribution System

A new pulse distribution system offering the advantages of a complete sync lock color generator system at a 20-40% price reduction has been introduced by American Data Corporation.

The Syncro-Pulse System offers programmable pulse delays, internal solid-state assignment system and the ability to generate H-Drive, V-Drive, Sync, Blanking, Subcarrier and Burst Flag pulse from each Model 425 Slave Unit.

The Model 425 Slave Unit will continue sending pulses even when the synchronous signal from the master unit with clock times controlled by a quartz crystal VCO in a proportional oven. Assignment of the slave generators to the master generators is by means of a DC voltage. A single cable looped through all the slave units from the master unit is all that is necessary to provide synchronization to the system.

Video Tape Timing System

Holland Electronics Inc. has announced the development of an Electronic Video Tape Timing System that reads down to an individual frame for accurate tape timing and editing on VTRs running at 15 ips. The series 800 Video Tape Timing System consists of a bidirectional electronic master counter, a transducer and a remote display unit which displays the hours, minutes, seconds and FRAMES on Nixie tubes. It also contains a memory section and an elapsed time counter.

The control functions on the front panel are: 1. "Zero Reset" (resets counter to zero at anytime); 2. "Hold" (switches the count from the basic counter to the memory unit); 3. "Elapsed Time" (this indicates the exact time interval between pushing the hold button and...

(Continued on page 58)
the elapsed time control); and 4. "Count" (starts counter and switches the display back to the basic counter).

Up to five remote displays can be driven by a basic counter. The Hold and Elapsed Time features are optional, other options include True Time Function and Printer Output.

Tolerances: plus or minus one frame per hour in play mode; plus or minus three frames in fast forward, or rewind mode. The basic counter is a 5 1/4 X 11 rack mounted chassis and the remote display is a 1 3/4 X 11 rack mounted chassis.

Monochrome Monitor
SC Electronics, Inc. recently announced the availability of its new Setchell Carlson 10-inch monochrome monitor. Model 10M915 is the only professional quality 10-inch monitor currently available and provides 13% more viewing area than standard 9-inch monitors. At $189 Model 19M915 is the lowest priced American-made monitor of comparable size.

Designed for single or dual rack-mount applications, Model 10M915 offers a horizontal resolution of 640 lines or better, and is equipped with front-located operating controls for convenience and ease of operation; front panel screwdriver adjustments for Vertical Linearity, Height, and Focus to prevent accidental misadjustment; UNITIZED® plug-in circuit modules for rapid, on-the-spot maintenance and servicing; a fast AFC circuit which ensures excellent display for helical scan video recorders; and a regulated power supply for stable operation that prevents raster size or brightness deviations due to line voltage fluctuations.

Hickok Electrical Instrument Company is now offering its 5000A oscilloscope. This high performance 25 MHz oscilloscope has stable triggering beyond 50 MHz.

Within its rugged design, the 5000A features 10 mV sensitivity with a built-in delay line. Also, it has 4-screen horizontal width and 5-screen height vertical deflection. The lightweight feature and compact design makes it a likely candidate for use in communications systems.

DID YOU KNOW THAT —
- for an average requirement of 100 watts continuous, TELAN thermoelectric generators may be cheaper than extending a power line even one mile?
- TELAN reject heat can be used for temperature control of your equipment?

AND IT'S DEPENDABLE!
- Stable catalytic burning; no flame to blow out
- Burner temperature regulator to prevent over-temperature
- Completely solid state system — no moving parts
- Use readily available propane, butane or natural gas fuel
- Years of field experience — and now even better

TELEDYNE ISOTOPES
110 W. TIMONIUM RD. — TIMONIUM, MD. 21093
PHONE: 301-252-8220 — TELEX: 87-780

Send Your New Products News to
Broadcast Engineering
CATV Conversion Kit
For Bi-directional System

The new RK-1 and RK-2 Bi-Directional Retrofit Kits introduced by AEL Communications Corporation (AELCC), enables an existing single cable CATV transmission system to become a single cable trunk bi-directional system with additional channels carried in the reverse direction.

The RK-1 Bi-Directional Retrofit Kit makes the trunk station bi-directional and the RK-2 Bi-Directional Retrofit Kits are used to make extender amplifiers bi-directional. Each kit includes two directional filters and a sub-band amplifier. Employing solid state construction throughout, the units are fully modular and may be replaced in seconds.

Also available is the RK-3 Kit to make possible the bi-directional use of distribution lines.

Background Music Amplifier

The MS-75 Background Music amplifier introduced by McMartin Industries features a continuous 75-watt RMS rating at less than 2% harmonic distortion.

Input flexibility is assured by incorporating microphone pre-amplifiers, telephone page inputs, tone controls, chime tone and electronic muting on plug-in modules. The MS-75 will accept from one (1) to four (4) microphone modules in any combination of telephone, chime or microphone inputs with a music input for Background Music and a separate additional auxiliary input that is adjustable on the rear panel. A Bauxendall bass and treble control for the music circuit provides full plus or minus 15 dB control.

Electronic muting with adjustable level control eliminates clicks or pops during paging. Also available is an electronic chime module for use with code call systems or for pre-announcement alerting.

Film Processor

A new series of film processors for color and black & white film in Super 8, 16mm, or 35mm format is now available from the Professional Equipment Division of Bell & Howell.

Designated the FILMOpetite, its features include compact size (48" L x 54" H x 24" D), daylight loading, and silent operation from speeds of 5 to 60 feet per minute.

The FILMOpetite meets the rigid specifications required by motion picture laboratories, microfilm users, and many others. For demonstration or further information, call or write:

DATAVISIION, INC.
2351 Shady Grove Road
Rockville, Maryland 20850
(301) 948-0460

FIT YOUR BUDGET

ENCORE REPRODUCER
$385
- Quiet, Air-Damped Solenoid
- Precision, Micro-Adjust Head Assembly
- Three Independent Tape Guides
- 450 RPM, Direct-Drive Motor
- Monophonic, 1 KHz Cue
- Economy with Quality

INTERNATIONAL TAPETRONICS CORPORATION
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington, Illinois 61701
Telephone: 309-828-1381

D-1500
TV CHARACTER GENERATOR
$4000

The D-1500 portable character generator is completely contained within its keyboard package. Meets highest broadcast standards for studio use. Also ideal for remotes, tape editing, transmitter standbys, and for preparation and display of election returns.
- Store and readback page after page of display on your standard audio cartridge tape recorder with Audiotape Interface Option D-1500-3.
- Standard computer system compatibility and flexibility.
- Rapid access of subtitles from internal memory for news, sports, and interview programs.
- Automatic crawl without external reader.
- Full keyboard control features: line insert, line delete, and flash, among others.

For demonstration or further information, call or write:

DATAVISION, INC.
2351 Shady Grove Road
Rockville, Maryland 20850
(301) 948-0460
television stations (broadcast and cable), schools, government and industry. Modular design concepts provide models for processing of color reversal, color reversal intermediate, black & white reversal and microfilm and negative and positive film.

The FILMOpetite ranges in price from $6,000 to $18,000 and can be delivered within 60 days after receipt of an order.

Power Supplies
Eight 10 kW power supplies now have better reliability, and improved performance, according to Hewlett-Packard. These supplies cover the range from 0 to 8 volts at 2000 amperes to 0 to 600 volts at 15 amperes.

Typical of improved specifications are those for the 0.64 volt, 0-150 ampere Model 6472C. Line and load regulation was 0.2% + 100 mV and is now 0.05% + 100 mV. Stability is improved from 0.25% + 10 mV to 0.15% + 16 mV. Temperature specifications have similarly been improved.

The SCR's are protected against excessive voltage and current, peak line current is limited during startup, and a separate overcurrent protection circuit is used. An independent overtemperature cutout with a front-panel indicator light is also included. Foolproof auto-series and auto-parallel operation is now provided.

All supplies now meet the International Electrotechnical Commission specifications. They are of modular design for easy servicing— the front panel drops down so that all adjustments are accessible from the front of the installed unit.

SCA Receiver
A new SCA receiver designed to provide the background music industry with the latest advances in technology was announced by Perma/dyne Electronics Corporation, Chicago, Illinois.

The compact Purist Mk I receiver is a completely solid state design utilizing integrated circuitry for stability and MTF reliability. An exclusive Phase-Lok method of detection permits the receiver to track the sub-carrier when slight phase shifts occur due to variable multipathing conditions.

Neve

the sound of Neve is world wide

NOW in the US... Neve expertise in the Broadcast Industry exemplified by the Granada Television, Ltd. installation shown above, designed to meet Granada's specific requirements. This installation features a 24 channel, 6 buss fixed console with an additional 12 channel auxiliary mobile unit for extended flexibility.

RUPERT NEVE INCORPORATED
Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel, Connecticut 06801
Tel. (203) 744-6230 • Telex 999638

RUPERT NEVE INCORPORATED
London: 30-34, New Oxford Street, London WC1, England
Tel. 01-836-7366

RUPERT NEVE OF CANADA, LIMITED
P.O. Box 102, Etobicoke, Ontario
Tel. 1-416-748-1022
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BROADCAST ENGINEERING
According to Perma/dyne, the unit has improved sensitivity rated by the most stringent testing methodology to assure expanded market coverage for the SCA operator. Stylized appearance, simplified installation and practically maintenance-free operation are additional features of the Purist Mk I.
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Two-Way Cable System
Kaiser CATV has developed the first operational two-way, one-cable system. The system is called the XR-2 and designed to adapt to existing cable systems as well as new plant applications. The heart of the system is the line amplifier with its specially-designed hybrid microcircuitry. The amplifier housing is engineered to contain both forward and reverse automatic gain control amplifier modules, downstream and upstream filters and either an intermediate, two- or four-output bridging module.

The system is capable of delivering 30 channels, 50-300 MHz, downstream and four channels, 5-35 MHz upstream.
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TV Film Chemical Pollution Control
Profit Recovery Systems, a division of CPAC, Leicester, N.Y. has introduced their new SILV-PAC STARTER KIT. The SILV-PAC System incorporates high current density electrolytic silver recovery and fixer purification and recirculation.

A discount allowance schedule allows a credit of the SILV-PAC purchase price toward the future purchase of a complete TV-PAC pollution Abatement System. The TV-PAC System is a completely automatic closed-loop pollution abatement system incorporating silver recovery, fixer purification for re-use, ozone bleach regeneration and chemical destruction.

The manufacturer claims the TV-PAC System will render photo-chemical wastes either non-toxic or biodegradable so they will be accepted by the municipal sewage treatment plant. TV-PAC is the only system in use with Ektachrome processing, that uses ozone. It is the only system approved by a state water pollution control authority for fix and bleach treatment.

The SILV-PAC STARTER KIT (the same silver cell as used in TV-PAC) allows optimum recovery of silver ions normally lost to the municipal sewage plant. Fixer purification for re-use will eliminate chlorine-demand pollution.
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PREMIUM FEATURES - ECONOMY PRICE

ENCORE RECORDER/REPRODUCER $495
- Precision Head Assembly
- Fully Automatic Pressure Roller, Air-Damped
- 450 RPM Direct-Drive Motor
- Full Remote Control
- Monophonic, 1 KHz Cue
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AD1B Audio Distribution Amplifier

The solid state AD1B distributes audio signals to five separate points within a studio system or to telephone lines. Output level controls are individually adjustable. Adding our AD1B-X channel extenders allows up to 25 channels to be accommodated, with input metering and audio monitoring for all 25 provided by the AD1B. Both units meet traditional SPOTMASTER standards of performance and reliability. Response is essentially flat from 40 to 20,000 Hz with low distortion and noise and 60 db channel isolation. Input transformers are standard; the user may specify either balanced output transformers or unbalanced emitter follower outputs. Write for details.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC., A Filmways Company
8810 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 20910

October, 1971
100. AMPEX CORPORATION
—A two-color, six-page brochure describes the Ampex ACR-25 automatic broadcast video cassette recorder/reproducer, and explains its features and their use and providing performance specifications.

101. AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION—The Bunker-Ramo Corp. An extensive offering of standard circular connectors for both military and commercial applications is detailed in a new, 56-page catalog. The catalog contains a new glossary of terms section as well as photographs, line drawings, electrical characteristics and mechanical specifications for all interconnection products in Amphenol's standard circular line. A selection guide completes information necessary for finding the right Amphenol connector for any given commercial or military application.

102. COHU ELECTRONICS, INC.—Features of Cohu's new 2810 Series Self-contained TV Camera are covered in a four-page, two-color technical data sheet (6-560). Specifications and photographs are included.

103. COLORADO VIDEO, INC.—A four-page brochure entitled "Sampled Video Techniques for Processing and Narrow Band Transmission" is now available. The brochure describes numerous unique applications of video technology in industrial and scientific fields.

104. DATAPAC INCORPORATED—A new, three-color brochure on the Datapac line of U-Core Read-Only Memories (ROM) is now available. The brochure outlines the theory, operation and use of ROMs which have come into widespread use. Because each customer usually presents a different set of requirements, the new brochure explains how a ROM can easily be adapted to his particular need. General specifications are listed for a family of ROMs from which a designer can configure his own memory. Graphics are used to illustrate the operational theory of the U-Core ROM as well as to show some variations of packaging design. Timing and functional block diagrams are used to further describe basic operation principles.

105. DIGITAL PRODUCTS DIV.—Cambridge Thermionic Corp. Ten new products recently introduced by the Digital Products Div. of Cambridge Thermionic Corp. are presented in a supplement to Catalog 92-A just released. Some of the latest Cumbion devices illustrated are: a strip connector and cable assembly for interfacing a row of .025" square Wire-Wrap terminals aligned .100" apart; an innovative Integrated Socket strip; a new high quality receptacle for all standard 18-lead semiconductor memory dual in-line packages; and eight styles of component socket adapters for mating discrete components with dual in-line sockets.

106. GENERAL ELECTRIC—A four-page, full-color brochure devoted to General Electric's 1500-Watt Multi-Vapor sportslamp and its advantages in the lighting of stadiums is now available. The brochure shows and describes installations of the sportslamp at municipal and college stadiums, and at high school and junior college football fields. Popularity of the new light source is attributed to the benefits it offers in the forms of low owning and operating costs, and its ability to provide the high levels of precisely controlled light of excellent color quality needed for color telecasting.

107. GENERAL MICROWAVE CORP.—A complete technical data sheet describing General Microwave's new series of Pin Diode Switches is now available. The new M862-3-4 SPST switches feature ultra-broad frequency range, high isolation-to-insertion loss ratio, and fast switching time. Miniature size
and weight make these novel components ideal for tight space applications in instrument or systems designs.

108. HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY—A new 16-page brochure concisely summarizes pertinent specification of Hewlett-Packard's broad line of semi-conductor diodes, transistors, and microwave modules. The brochure gives descriptions of microwave and RF mixers, detectors, switches, attenuators, limiters, multipliers, oscillators, and amplifiers. Included are components in chip form for hybrid circuits, beam-lead and strip-line components, discrete components, and packaged modules. The brochure is organized according to applications, within product categories, to assist the circuit designer in choosing the right components for his circuits.

109. INDUSTRIAL ACOUSTICS CO., INC.—The first "instant" commodity to gain favor was coffee, but so widespread now is the demand for the convenience and ease of ready-to-use products that even recording studios requiring top-flight acoustical integrity can be put together in jig time through use of modular, pre-engineered acoustical panels and components. The engineering and construction success of this system for building studios is spelled out in an authoritative technical report, Bulletin 6.008.0. The four-page bulletin gives detailed information on: Construction of the prefab panels, Design of the recording-studio complex, and construction of the facility. Seven diagrams illustrate panel design, studio layout, and construction procedures, while tables list typical transmission loss of the acoustical panels, their sound-absorption characteristics, and the acoustical performance of the assembled studio.

110. ITHACO INC. — Lock-in amplifier versatility is the subject of a new 12-page Specification/Application Guide. Starting with the Model 353SC, a basic single channel lock-in amplifier, this brochure describes many different lock-in systems which can be created at minimum cost by the addition of special purpose plug-in modules. Included in the discussion are such special purpose systems as dual channel systems, in-phase and quadrature systems, single and dual channel logarithmetic systems, ratiometric systems, and portable systems. The guide also provides complete specifications for each of the available plug-in modules as well as for compatible low noise preamplifiers, and light beam chopping accessories.

111. ITT—A short-form catalog outlining the company's complete line of electronic/electrical components is now available. ITT Jennings' new catalog is a guide for designers of high-power RF and power systems. The catalog lists vacuum fixed and variable capacitors, with working voltages up to 40 kV and capacitances to 5000 pF for such applications as tunable or fixed elements in transmitter tank circuits and in impedance-matching networks for antenna couplers. Also included are vacuum relays with current ratings to 75 amps; peak voltages to 30 kV; vacuum coaxial relays for line sizes to 6½ inches; highpower RF contactors; AC/DC contactors; high-current 3-pole contactors, as well as high-voltage measuring equipment, power systems, and testers.

112. BRAMCO CONTROLS DIVISION—Ledex Inc. Fundamental design concepts for building remote tone control and monitoring systems are discussed in the new 12-page "Bramco AM Tone Telemetry Systems Catalog" number 606. Comparative advantages of two types of systems are given in terms which are easily understood by individuals with little previous telemetry experience. The catalog contains specifications for the AM tone transmitters, receivers, power supplies, and card eages needed to build a modular tone control system. A combination price sheet and order check list is included with each catalog.

113. PHELPS DODGE COMM. CO.—The subject of phase stability of an RF transmission line feed system is dealt with in new data sheets. The series of seven sheets explains the importance of the ef...
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fect of temperature variation on co-
axial cable and describes, in detail,
the five Phelps Dodge Comm. co-
axial cables on which phase-tem-
perature coefficient tests were con-
ducted. Tabular data is included
which shows cable type, velocity,
temperature range, measuring fre-
quency, electrical length, change in
electrical length per degree and
movement in PP per degree.

114. DOUGLAS RANDELL,
INC.—Div. of Walter Kidde & Co.
This 12-page booklet entitled “Reed
Relays” gives designers complete
mechanical, electrical and environ-
mental data on all standard relays
to assist in the layout and develop-
ment of printed circuit boards. Coil,
contact, environmental and opera-
tional data are given for Douglas
Randall’s new Series SI snap in re-
lays and Series XMG low profile
miniature relays. Also included is
full information on their standard
or miniature molded and open re-
lays, tubular and vertical, compact
and high voltage reed relays. The
catalog also illustrates Douglas
Randall’s engineering capabilities in
the development of custom relay
designs to meet special high tem-
perature, high voltage, and high in-
sulation resistance requirements and
to manufacture complete PCB as
well as enclosed assemblies and sub-
assemblies.

115. RCA / ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS—A new six-page
“Helium-Neon Selection Guide”
(PWR-554) covering the RCA modu-
lar Helium-Neon (He-Ne) Laser
Product concept is now available.
The new selection guide was de-
vised to meet the many diverse
needs of the laser applications de-
signer’s requirements from separate
laser tube, exciter, head, or entire
operating system for incorporation
into a particular application. An ini-
tial selection chart provides a quick
summary of RCA He-Ne laser
product available. One initial selec-
tion is made, the designer is ref-
erenced to the characteristics chart
where he can compare parameters
of RCA product to those of his de-
sign needs. If his selection is a tube
or head rather than a complete laser,
he is referenced to the operating
considerations section for informa-
tion on supply, starting, mounting
and cooling requirements.

116. RHG ELECTRONICS
LAB., INC.—A new data sheet de-
scribing RHG’s line of double bal-
anced MIC mixers with IC preamps
is now available. The new DM
product sheet contains detailed spe-
cifications and prices on forty octave
and multi-octave models. Actual
size photos and an outline drawing
show size and construction details.
Typical performance charts for in-
termodulations, noise figures and
isolation are also included.

117. SPINDLER & SAUPPE
INC.—A new catalog entitled
“Spindler & Sauppe Product Sum-
mary” briefly describes and illus-
trates the company’s line of A/V
equipment. Included in the eight-
page publication are Spindler &
Sauppe’s programmers, the 27-chan-
nel Media Mix control model and
the 4-channel Quadra Que program-
mer; dissolves, the Dynamic Dis-
solve with three speeds and the new
low-cost Dynamic Que Dissolve
that programs a tape recorder to
automate 5 functions on playback;
and projectors, 48-slide Selectro-
slide Unit and a dual 96-slide Selec-
troslide, and two random access
models. Also, two systems are sug-

Specify Hannay electric
rewind reels to handle long
lengths of live power cable
or for coaxial cable storage.
Positive chain and sprocket
rewind mechanism assures
smooth, dependable re-
wind at the touch of a
button.

Send for complete catalog of power and
manual rewind reels to handle cable.

GRAY'S 2570 ANTENNA HEATER CONTROL
SYSTEM WON'T LET THIS HAPPEN TO YOU.
WRITE FOR DETAILS

GRAY RESEARCH
ONE FIFTY PARK AVENUE
EAST HARTFORD, CONN. 06108
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HANNAY
REELS

CLIFFORD B. HANNAY & SON, INC., WESTERLO, NEW YORK 12193

HANNAY
REELS

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
gested, incorporating the necessary equipment to automate a three-screen slide and motion picture program.

118. SWITCHCRAFT, INC.—A catalog on the new Series PL-9000 “PL” Indicator, companion “look-alike” for the Switchcraft “Push-Lite” switch is now available. The “PL” Indicator perfectly matches the “Push-Lite” switch in outward appearance while functioning only as a pilot light. With the new Indicator, designers can now create low profile, uncluttered rows and arrays of illuminated switches and indicators for computers and peripheral equipment, communications systems, industrial control systems and instrumentation equipment. Features include 1- and 2-lamps, full or horizontal split display screens, front-of-the-panel relamping and mounting, a variety of hot stamped legends, a selection of display screen and filters in seven colors.

119. TECH LABORATORIES, INC. — An informative, 28-page Switch Catalog provides a useful guide to the basic criteria on which switch selection should be based. Topics covered include types of switches available, carrying and rated current capacity, rated current and voltage capacities, contact resistance, dry circuits, switch life, quality control, government specification requirements, and pricing policy. Since the art of switching electric currents is not an exact science like so many other phases of electrical engineering, there are no mathematical formulas for determining or predicting the characteristics of any given switch under all conditions. As a result, empirical values and trial and error methods based on life tests are often dependent on for the actual specification of switches. This catalog, recognizing that the selection of the correct switch to meet certain anticipated conditions is, therefore, not a matter to be taken lightly, presents a potentially time- and money-saving method of choosing switches that will do the best job in any particular situation.
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Equipment Wanted


Radio Station For Sale

5,000 WATT AM RADIO DAYTIMER. $50,000.000-$25,000 down — Stock real estate optional. Box 880, Wilcox, Arizona.
TELEX MAKES CHOICE TAPE EQUIPMENT SO YOU CAN BE CHOOSY.

Magnecord 1021 - Single Channel Recorder

Magnecord 1022 - Two Channel Recorder

Magnecord 1028 - Two Channel Recorder

Viking Manual and Automatic Tape Cartridge Transports

Viking 87 - Tape Transport

Viking 230 - Tape Transport

KTIS AM/FM Stereo Had an opening in Their studio. They chose a Magnecord To fill it.
We've taken our most versatile, best-performing unidirectional studio microphone, the *Shure SM53*, and made it even more versatile by developing a complete boom accessory system that equips the SM53 for every conceivable boom and "fish-pole" application! Shure design engineers started with a major breakthrough in design: a small, lightweight, extremely effective isolation mount. They developed a super-flexible isolation cable, a pair of highly-efficient front-and-rear windscreens, and a 20" boom extension pipe. Finally, they developed a complete boom assembly that combines unusually small size with superb control and noise isolation. Result: an accessory lineup that makes every Shure SM53 studio microphone a complete microphone system! Write:

Shure Brothers Inc.,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204.
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